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Military operations can significantly impact the environment, which is why the
military sector has come under increasing pressure to protect the environment during
operations. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) developed specific policies
and guidance on Environmental Protection (EP) for its activities, which were applied for
the first time during the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) mission in
Afghanistan. This study applied a Theory-driven Outcome evaluation approach to the
NATO EP program to determine whether the policies were effective under real
operational conditions in Afghanistan during the period 2007-2014, and to uncover the
key barriers and enablers to program implementation at ISAF. The study found that the
programme theory underpinning the NATO EP policies was flawed and did not reflect
the realities of how operations are undertaken. In terms of implementation at ISAF,
staffing, funding and the issuance of more detailed NATO guidance during the ISAF
mission enabled the implementation of the program, although the effectiveness of
these enablers was negatively impacted by high staff turnover, poor coordination, and
the organizational placement of the position. Barriers such as operational imperatives,
the multinational context and devolved responsibility for EP, and the absence of a
monitoring and evaluation program significantly hampered the program. Overall, the
study found that the NATO’s environmental mission was not accomplished in
Afghanistan.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
Military operations can result in significant impacts to the environment and to
the communities that depend on the environment for their livelihood (Mosher et al.,
2008; Waleij & Liljedahl, 2009; UNEP, 2009; UNEP, 2012; Waleij et al., 2011).
Environmental concerns arising from military operations can range from improper
disposal of waste generated at military camps to the destruction of natural habitat from
convoys and bombing operations (Waleij & LIljehdahl, 2009; Mosher et al., 2009).
Compounding this impact is the recognition that many military operations take place in
areas that are already under environmental stress (Waleij et al., 2011). Indeed the
United Nations Environment Programme (2009) has stated that “the environment
continues to be the silent victim of armed conflicts worldwide” (p.4). As a result, the
military sector has come under increasing pressure to ‘green’ its operations so as to
reduce its impacts on the local communities and natural resources in the areas where it
operates (UNEP, 2012).
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) is one of the military
organizations that has responded to the call to ‘green’ its operations. The NATO is a
political and military alliance involving 28 member nations primarily from Northern
Europe and North America, as well as a number of partner and associate members from
Central Asia, the Middle East and beyond (NATO, n.d.). One of the NATO’s mandates is
to conduct joint military operations in response to crisis situations (NATO, n.d.).
The NATO first began to address environmental concerns related to its military
activities in the 1970s in response to increasing interest in environmental protection
within its member states (Waleij et al., 2011; NATO, 2014). However, it was not until
the early 2000s when the NATO published its Environmental Protection (EP) policy and
doctrine for its military operations, namely MC 469 – NATO Military Principles and
Policies for Environmental Protection (EP) and STANAG 7141 EP – Joint NATO Doctrine
for Environmental Protection During NATO Led Military Activities (Waleij et al., 2011).
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By this time, the NATO was already fully engaged in leading the International Security
Assistance Force (ISAF) mission in Afghanistan, which it took over in August 2003 and
operated until mission end in December 2014 (NATO, 2015). The purpose of the ISAF
mission was to assist the Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan in
reestablishing security and stability in the country.
The ISAF mission in Afghanistan represents the first time the NATO’s
Environmental Protection (EP) policies were applied to a land-based NATO crisis
management operation of that scale and scope.1 Now that the ISAF mission has ended,
it is timely and relevant to ask: was NATO’s environmental mission accomplished in
Afghanistan? What lessons can be learned from the ISAF experience in Afghanistan to
improve NATO EP policy for future military missions?
To answer these questions, the author has turned to the literature on Evaluation
to establish the framework for this study. Evaluation involves the systematic assessment
of a program or policy (referred to collectively herein as an intervention) to make
determinations on its value or merit (Chen, 2015). Over the past 20 years, evaluation as
a discipline has been used to answer questions of policy and program effectiveness, and
has become ubiquitous in many fields, including the governmental and nongovernmental sectors. Interestingly, despite the fact that many NATO member nations
advocate the use of policy and program evaluation within their own government
operations2, the NATO has not defined specific requirements for evaluation of its
policies and programs beyond a process for the collection and analysis of ‘lessons
learned’ (NATO, 2016). Moreover, while studies related to specific thematic issues, such
as waste and water management in NATO operations have been completed (Martinsson

1

Crisis management covers a broad spectrum of military interventions from peacekeeping to combat
operations. For more information on crisis management in NATO, see:
http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/topics_49192.htm
2
For example, the Canadian Government’s Policy on Results (http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/pol/doceng.aspx?id=31306),the United Kingdom’s Evaluation in Government
(https://www.nao.org.uk/report/evaluation-government/), and US Department of State Policy on
Evaluation (http://www.state.gov/s/d/rm/rls/evaluation/2015/236970.htm).
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et al., 2010a; Martinsson et al., 2010b), these studies do not approach the policies and
programs from an Evaluation perspective.
This review is believed to constitute the first time the implementation of the
NATO EP policies have been reviewed in a comprehensive manner using an evaluation
framework. The methodologies used for this study may therefore serve as an example
for how the NATO may incorporate Evaluation in its future environmental policies.

1.2 Problem Statement and Methodology
The purpose of this study is to assess the effectiveness of the NATO’s
environmental protection policies by determining the extent to which these policies
were implemented during the conduct of the ISAF mission in Afghanistan. Moreover,
the study will identify barriers and enablers to NATO EP policy implementation by the
ISAF in Afghanistan from which ‘lessons learned’ can be developed. Ultimately, these
will lead to recommendations for improvements to NATO EP policy for future crisis
response operations.
The three main issues to be addressed in this study include rationale, efficiency
and effectiveness. The latter issue is at the core of this study, and therefore the most
effort will be directed to extracting information on that subject area.
Key questions to be asked by the study include:
•

What was the program theory underpinning the NATO EP policy?

•

How effectively were the NATO EP policies implemented by ISAF?

•

What were the key barriers and enablers to ISAF implementation of the
NATO EP policies?

•

How can NATO EP policies be improved to address observed deficiencies?

The study will involve a summative ex post review of the ISAF EP program’s
conformance to NATO EP policies using a theory-driven outcome evaluation approach as
a framework (Chen, 2015). The theory-driven outcome approach provides the ‘best fit’
to the purpose and objectives of this study due its focus on identifying the causal
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mechanisms affecting both the policy and its implementation (Chen, 2005; van Stolk et
al., 2011). In other words, this approach is suited to answer questions on not just how
well a policy worked, but also why or why not these results were obtained (Chen, 2015).
Therefore, this approach allows for a more holistic review of policy implementation
which can then be used for program improvement (Chen, 2015).
The study will involve a review of the NATO EP policies and ISAF environmental
program for the period from 2007 to 2014, which reflects the timeframe in which most
of the key NATO EP policies were in effect and in which dedicated ISAF Environmental
Protection Officers were employed in Afghanistan. Because it would be impossible to
evaluate the EP program of all Troop Contributing Nations (TCNs) involved in the ISAF
mission over the study period, this review will focus solely on the program as it applied
to the NATO Common-Funded (CF) sites in Afghanistan. These are sites for which the
NATO was responsible to fund and manage on behalf of the 28 member nations, and
which therefore can be considered as under NATO control. Moreover, these were sites
with dedicated ISAF EP Officer positions (i.e. personnel hired by the NATO to administer
the EP program in Afghanistan). The specific sites included in this study are: ISAF
Headquarters (ISAF HQ) in Kabul, Kabul International Airport (KAIA North) in Kabul, and
Kandahar Airfield (KAF) in Kandahar.
Due to the retrospective nature of this study and the scarcity of available and
reliable data from the ISAF mission, this review will use primarily qualitative methods to
validate the program theory model and to make determinations on the effectiveness of
the program. The work will involve a desktop review of relevant and accessible NATO
and ISAF EP documentation (e.g., policies, standard operating procedures, studies and
reports). The review will also involve the use of Key Informant Interviews, by telephone
or by videoconferencing, with former ISAF EP Officers who implemented the program at
various NATO Common-Funded sites, and select NATO personnel involved in EP policy
development to validate the program theory. The presence or absence of the NATO EP
policy elements in ISAF will form the basis for determining if the policy had been
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effectively implemented. The results will then be used to make an overall
determination on the policy effectiveness.

1.3 Why ISAF for this Study?
In the last 15 years, the NATO has operated many crisis management missions.
The following explains why the ISAF mission was chosen for this study.
Cimbala & Forster (2010) noted that the NATO’s Afghanistan mission was the
first time the NATO engaged in sustained land-based operations outside of Europe, and
have called the NATO’s Afghanistan mission “its most ambitious operation ever
undertaken” (p.152). In addition to being the NATO’s first mission of its kind, the ISAF
mission in Afghanistan was also the first time the NATO’s Environmental Protection (EP)
policies were applied to a crisis response operation of that scale and scope. The most
similar missions to the ISAF up until that time were the NATO’s Implementation and
Stabilization Force (IFOR/SFOR) in Bosnia and Herzegovina from 1995-2004 (NATO,
2015). However, SFOR concluded in 2004, which is only one year after the NATO EP
policy, MC 469, was published. The NATO’s Kosovo Force (KFOR) mission, which began
in 1999 and continues to this day, ran concurrently to the ISAF mission and therefore
was subject to the same NATO EP requirements as ISAF. However, by 2008-2009, which
was roughly half-way through the ISAF mission and at the start of the timeframe for this
study, the scope of the NATO’s support in Kosovo was scaled back; it was no longer
focused on the type of operations conducted by NATO forces in Afghanistan. The NATO
also undertook several other missions during the 2003-2014 timeframe, such as
counter-piracy operations in the Horn of Africa, air combat operations in Libya and
military training assistance in Iraq; however, the scope and timing of these missions was
limited when compared to the ISAF mission (NATO, 2016). Thus, the ISAF mission can
be said to represent most complete example of the implementation of NATO EP policies
to a full-scaled crisis response operation; and therefore, is the most applicable for this
study.
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1.4 Organization of the Paper
The study will be structured as follows: Chapter 2 will present the literature
review, which will introduce the basic concepts of environmental policy and evaluation
theory as it pertains to environmental policy, as well as highlight the applicability of
these bodies of literature to this study. Chapter 3 will introduce the NATO EP policies
and establish the basic program theory for EP in NATO; while Chapter 4 will focus on
ISAF mission history and the implementation of the ISAF EP program. Study findings will
be presented and discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 will conclude the study and identify
recommendations for further study.
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW
Thematically, there are two main bodies of literature that pertain to this study.
The first is the literature on environmental policy. This section will look at the general
concepts behind environmental policy formulation, and then more specifically at
environmental policy in the military sector and in NATO. The purpose of the review will
be to identify the key drivers for and features of environmental policy, as well as to
discuss specific issues identified with these policies as applied in the military sector.
The second key body of literature underpinning this study is the literature on
Evaluation Theory and methodology, and in particular the evaluation of environmental
policies and programs. This section will review the current state of understanding on
program evaluation, with a particular emphasis on the methodologies that are the most
applicable to this study. Once concluded, the literature review will have introduced
some of the key documents and methodologies that will be used in this evaluation.

2.1 Environmental Policy
This section will begin with an overview of environmental policy theory,
including a review of key concepts and definitions, with the goal of identifying the main
features and issues related to environmental policy development and implementation.
The discussion will then focus on the specific matter of environmental policy in the
military context. A review of the principal critiques of environmental policies in the
military, including the NATO EP policies, will follow.

2.1.1 Environmental Policy Theory
Definitions of environmental policy abound in the literature, however Roberts
(2004) describes the phenomenon simply as “a set of principles and intentions used to
guide decision making about human management of environmental capital and
environmental services” (p.2). Although policies can be made at any level and by any
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member of society (Roberts, 2004), policy-making is most often described as a political
process by which government authorities exert influence over society to either improve,
or prevent the deterioration of, the natural environment (Mickwitz, 2003; Crabbé &
Leroy, 2008).
The action of developing environmental policies has been described as a cycle
that begins when an environmental problem is identified that requires for some form of
action (Bennear & Coglianese, 2005; Crabbé & Leroy, 2008). The policy-making stage
involves the identification and analysis of solutions to address the identified issues
(Crabbé & Leroy, 2008). Crabbé and Leroy (2008) describe three views of policy
development: policy as a ‘rational’ process, policy as a ‘political interaction,’ and policy
as an ‘institutional phenomenon.’ In the first case, policy is developed logically and
rationally as a solution to a clear problem. This approach is generally more prescriptive
and goal-oriented (Crabbé & Leroy, 2008). In the second case, policy results from the
political interests and power dynamics brought forth by various groups. As a result,
policy development is focused on process and goal-seeking (Crabbé & Leroy, 2008). In
the third case, policy is the manifestation of the institutional culture surrounding the
issue in question. In this case, policy development follows the established norms, rules
and practices of the institution which, while stable, can sometimes be inflexible (Nilsson
& Persson, 2003; Crabbé & Leroy, 2008). This feature also explains how policies
addressing the same issues can differ between organizations or even nations (Fiorino,
2006). While these are presented as three separate approaches, realistically all three
influence the policy-development process.
The policy solutions identified, also referred to as policy instruments, generally
fall into one of three categories: regulative, economic or communicative – or what
Weber et al. (2013) refer to respectively as ‘the stick,’ the ‘carrot’ and the ‘sermon.’
Regulative policies are more ‘top down’ and establish set norms and rules for action (i.e.
‘command and control’); whereas economic instruments use economic incentives or
disincentives to influence behaviour (Weber et al., 2013). Communicative policies aim
to influence behaviour through communication and education (e.g., eco-labelling)
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(Weber et al., 2013). Taylor et al. (2012) also identify two additional types of policy
solutions, namely co- and self-regulation, and support mechanisms and capacity
building. These newer approaches include measures such as voluntary agreements,
community-based regulation, demonstration projects and support for research projects
(Taylor et al., 2012).
Once a solution or set of solutions are adopted, often in the form of a law,
regulation or other standard, the policy is implemented through the mobilization of
resources (Crabbé & Leroy, 2008). This involves both the identification of finances and
manpower, as well as establishing the organizational structure needed to action the
requirements, usually in the form of designated roles and responsibilities (Crabbé &
Leroy, 2008).
Ultimately, the goal of environmental policy is to create an effect, whether this is
a specific action (e.g. issuance of permits), a behavioural change (e.g., reduction in
energy consumption), or an environmental change (e.g., reduction in greenhouse gases)
(Crabbé & Leroy, 2008). These effects are referred to respectively as outputs,
outcomes and impacts (Weber et al., 2013); and are differentiated primarily in terms of
their time and scope. Outputs are the most immediate results of a policy and are
typically measurable actions or products tied directly to the policy requirements
(Mickwitz, 2003; Weber et al., 2013). Outcomes are usually associated with the policy
objectives, and are the result of the collective outputs and their consequences, whether
intended or unintended by the policy; they also usually represent a longer-term
behavioural change (Mickwitz, 2003; Weber et al., 2013). Finally, the policy’s impact
refers to the long-term changes it may have on the environment (Weber et al., 2013).
The impact may not actually be a stated goal of the policy.
The policy cycle begins again when policy is revised or a new policy is developed
to address emerging concerns (Crabbé & Leroy, 2008). Increasingly, the policy review
cycle is triggered by a process of formal policy evaluation, which aims to determine how
effectively a policy has been implemented in terms of its outputs, outcomes and impacts
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(Crabbé & Leroy, 2008). A more detailed review on environmental policy evaluation will
follow in Section 2.2.
2.1.2 Critiques of Environmental Policy
Environmental policies have been subject to much scrutiny in the literature over
the past 40 years. The following will discuss some of the key critiques surrounding these
instruments.
One of the principal concerns raised regarding environmental policies is related
to the complex nature of the problems they are trying to solve. The troublesome
features of environmental issues for policy-making include their long timeframes and
dispersed geographic areas, the unequal distribution and uncertainties in their
interactions and effects, the lack of empirical and longitudinal data and the reliance on
scientific explanation, and the presence of multiple stakeholders with conflicting beliefs
and goals (Mickwitz, 2003; Gysen et al., 2006). Using the typology presented by Rogers
(2008), environmental policies and programs can be both complicated and complex
interventions since they may have multiple levels of governance and multiple causal
strands and mechanisms, as well as demonstrate feedback, disproportionate effects and
result in emergent outcomes.
Perhaps in response to this complexity, policy makers have focused on
environmental issues as a stand-alone rather than integrated concern, which they have
further fragmented and compartmentalized into thematic issues, such as air, water and
waste (Nilsson & Persoon, 2003; Fiorino, 2006; Mermet et al., 2010). This reductive
approach ignores the fact that environmental issues usually have multiple sources and
impacts, and therefore require multi-disciplinary, multi-sectoral and multi-stakeholder
solutions (Fiorino, 2006). As a result, environmental policies, particularly those focused
on a single issue or set of actions, lack cohesion and synergy, and thus are unable to
address the full scope of the environmental problem and therefore, to present an
effective solution (Mickwitz, 2003; Weber et al. 2013). These same features can also
make it difficult to conclusively attribute an environmental impact to a specific policy
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action (i.e. establish causality), particularly when effects manifest over a long timeframe
(Gysen et al., 2006). Therefore, not only are policies challenged with addressing the full
scope of complex environmental issues, but the same complexity can make it difficult to
prove that the policy had an effect.
The complexities and uncertainties surrounding environmental issues also make
the resulting policies vulnerable to controversy, and thus to political ‘settling’ (Nilsson &
Persson, 2003; Gysen et al., 2006). As Gysen et al. (2006) explain, the scientific basis for
the policy may be compromised for the sake of consensus building; the result being “[...]
a policy that is only indirectly linked to presumed ecological objectives” (p.105).
Environmental policy also often conflicts with other sectoral policies, such as transport
and agriculture, which puts the environmental policies in competition with those sectors
for priority and relevance (Nilsson & Persson, 2003; Mermet et al., 2013). Mermet et al.
(2013) suggest these conflicts result more from political motivation to avoid potentially
controversial decisions rather than from a lack of recognition of the inherent
contradictions in the policy goals. These effects are further amplified by a tendency
towards incremental policy-making, which Fiorino (2006) notes is often driven by the
political agenda at the time and the need to be seen as doing ‘something’ about an
issue, whether the ‘something’ is effective or not. As stated by Fiorino (2006), “As a
general rule, policy making in an incremental system is reactive, pragmatic, and specific
rather than anticipatory, visionary, and comprehensive” (p.33). The end result is policy,
or a set of policies, that work at cross-purposes or remain ineffective over long periods.
Interestingly, environmental policies have also been criticized for being either
too prescriptive (Fiorino, 2006) or too ambiguous (Crabbé & Leroy, 2008; Weber et al.,
2013). On the one hand, environmental policies may present vague goals and
requirements, either because there is a lack of certainty on how to address the issue or
because of political compromise to balance multiple agendas (Nilsson & Persson, 2003;
Gysen et al., 2006; Crabbé & Leroy, 2008). On the other hand, policy instruments,
particularly those following the regulative approach, have been seen as being too
restrictive and rigid to address what are often very dynamic interactions and processes
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(Fiorino, 2006; Taylor et al., 2012). These create a climate that is perceived as
adversarial and discourages innovation (Fiorino, 2006). Finding the right balance in the
level of guidance and direction appears to be a challenge.
Finally, environmental policy implementation can suffer from a lack of
resourcing, oversight and evidence (Nilsson & Persson, 2003; Crabbé & Leroy, 2008;
Taylor et al., 2012). These concerns can manifest themselves as insufficient financial
and human resources to support policy implementation, unclear organizational
structure, lack of coordination on roles and responsibilities between sectors or within
organizations, and absence of monitoring of performance or collection of data on policy
effects (Nilsson & Persson, 2003; Crabbé & Leroy, 2008; Niles & Lubell, 2012; Taylor et
al., 2012). In some cases, these issues result from a simple lack of capacity, clarity or
communication on how to implement the policy requirements. However, in other
cases, the degree of implementation can be influenced by non-rational motivations
(Taylor et al., 2012). As Crabbé & Leroy (2008) note, “policy implementation is partly
down to actors (government organizations, companies and other) who are not
necessarily in favour of policy action, which entails a risk that implementation will be
hindered or distorted” (p.4). Regardless of the underlying reason for it, this
‘implementation deficit’ ultimately affects the effectiveness of environmental policies
(Fiorino, 2006).

2.1.3 Environmental Policy Evolution
Most environmental policy to date, particularly policy produced within the
governmental domain, has followed a ‘rational’ and ‘regulative’ approach (Fiorino, 2006;
Mermet et al., 2010). This is what Fiorino (2006) terms the ‘old environmental
regulation,’ of which “rules, hierarchy, control, deterrence, expertise and specialization
are the hallmarks [...]” (p.7). This approach was best suited to address the so-called
‘first generation’ of environmental problems, such as industrial pollution with known
point sources, which were the focus of the early environmental policies in the 1970s
(Fiorino, 2006). However, the second and third generation of environment problems
12

which have since emerged, such as ozone depletion and now climate change, are much
more complex (Fiorino, 2006). These issues have no single source or effect, and involve
multiple jurisdictions, sectors and stakeholders. As a result, there has been increasing
recognition of the need for alternative approaches to environmental policy-making.
Strategies such as mixed policy instruments, market-based instruments, participatory
processes and voluntary agreements have all been used with varying success in recent
years (Fiorino, 2006; Mermet et al., 2010; Niles & Lubell, 2012; Weber et al., 2013).
Moreover, increased focus has also been placed on improving the integration of
environmental policy into other sectoral policies (Nilsson & Persson, 2003).
This move away from strict rational and regulative approaches to environmental
policy does not mean ‘command and control’ methods are no longer viable; indeed, a
regulatory approach is still seen as a necessary element of effective policy (Taylor et al.,
2012). However, it is indicative of an evolution in environmental policy-making that
reflects the more recent understanding of environmental policy development and
implementation.

2.2 Environmental Protection Policies in the Military Sector
This section will discuss the history and rationale for environmental protection
policies in the military sector, as well as will situate these within the general body of
literature on environmental policy discussed in the previous section. A discussion of the
identified strengths and weaknesses with these programs and policies will then be
presented.
The connection between the environment and conflict has been well explored
over the past two decades. For the most part, the literature has focused on two
aspects: first, on the contribution of environmental factors to the concept of ‘security,’
also referred to as ‘environmental security’; and second, on assessing the impacts of war
on the environment (Machlis & Hanson, 2008; Waleij et al., 2011). Both lines of inquiry
approach ‘environment’ from a strategic perspective. For instance, the discourse on
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environmental security revolves around identifying environmental factors contributing
to insecurity, partly as a means of explaining past and current security concerns (e.g. the
environment’s role in fomenting or sustaining conflict), as well as a means of using these
environmental factors as indicators to predict and/or mitigate potential future security
‘hot spots’ (Wilner, 2006). Thus, this body of literature can be said to consider the
impact of the environment on war, or war-making, from the strategic ‘front end.’ On the
other hand, the literature assessing the environmental impacts of war has focused on
quantifying the results of military actions on various aspects of the environment, such as
the impact of burning oil wells on wetland complexes in Iraq (Machlis & Hanson, 2008).
The focus of these reviews is generally more directed and localized to specific issues or
events. These studies still address the environment from a strategic perspective (i.e.
using the environment as a military objective or as collateral damage), albeit from the
‘back end’ perspective (i.e. ‘post war’).
Despite this strategic interest in the ‘front end’ contribution of environmental
factors to insecurity and the ‘back end’ impact of war-making on the environment, little
has been said in the academic literature regarding the role of and effects on the
environment from the ‘middle’ perspective, that is during the conduct of a military
operation. Understanding the situation in the ‘middle’ is important, since the
environmental impact from “[...] day-to-day routine operations, activities and
maintenance of peacekeeping field missions” (Waleij & Liljedahl, 2010: p.62) can be
significant. For instance, the United Nations (UN) states in its Greening the Blue Helmets
(2012) report that its peacekeeping missions “constitute the largest environmental
footprint in the UN system” (p.5). The impact on the environment of military operation
is also acknowledged in the Green Warriors report, in which Mosher et al. (2008)
identify force sustainment factors, which include provision of potable water, sanitation
and hazardous waste management to deployed forces at military bases and camps, as
ways in which military operations can impact the environment in the host nation.
The available information on the ‘middle’ scenario is mostly found in policies,
reports and studies prepared by and/or for military organizations, such as the NATO, the
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United Nations, and national militaries. Several of these documents draw from or refer
to each other, such as the Environmental Guidebook for Military Operations (Bosetti, et
al., 2008), which was developed jointly by the United States, Finland and Sweden, all of
which are NATO member or partner nations. There is therefore a noticeable
commonality in content and approach across these documents. For example,
Martinsson et al. (2010a) note in their review of waste management in military
operations that the NATO STANAG 2582 guidance on waste is “[...] to a large extent a
direct replication of the UN [environmental] guidelines [for field missions] and offers
limited additional guidance” (p.17). Another noticeable pattern is that most of these
policies, reports and studies were published during the 2008-2014 period. The
publishing of these documents during this period is not coincidental; rather it reflects
the increasing interest of military organizations in this topic at a time when many of
their troops were fully engaged in combat and dealing with these concerns first-hand.

2.2.1 Critiques of Environmental Policy in the Military Sector
The existing literature on environmental policies and programs in the military
sector draws several conclusions with respect to their implementation during an
operation. The following section summarizes some of the main themes highlighted in
the reports regarding the development and implementation of environmental policies
by the military.

2.2.1.1 Need for Environmental Protection Policies
Generally, all the reports reviewed support the development and
implementation of environmental protection policies for military operations (Mosher et
al., 2008; Martinsson et al., 2010a; Martinsson et al., 2010b; Waleij et al., 2011; UNEP,
2012). Despite highlighting many important limitations with the implementation of
these requirements, which are discussed in more detail later in this section, the need for
these policies in this context is not questioned. Indeed, the reports reinforce the
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importance of these policies in both directly and indirectly supporting military
objectives. For instance, military operations can benefit from improved financial savings,
soldier health and safety, and community and diplomatic relations through the adoption
of resource efficient practices and equipment (Mosher et al., 2008; UNEP, 2012). In
addition to direct benefits to the mission, the consideration of environmental concerns
in mission planning and execution can also enhance more strategic objectives, such as
stabilization and national security interests, as well as support the legitimacy and
credibility of the operation (Mosher et al., 2008; Waleij et al., 2011). As Waleij et al.
(2011) state: “It is crucial to avoid unintended consequences from the deployment itself,
because these may in turn enhance or fuel new tensions – winning the war is one thing,
whereas winning the peace is quite another” (p.11). The implication is that both short
and long term mission success is dependent, at least in part, on the mission’s
environmental performance (Mosher et al., 2008; Waleij et al., 2011).
The focus on non-environmental drivers as the motivation for including
environmental policies in planning and execution of peace operations is notable. These
drivers cover a wide spectrum, including legal compliance, health protection, financial
and logistical efficiencies, public perception, security concerns, and “common sense”
(Waleij et al., 2011: 55). The drivers may also be different depending on whether the
policy is being developed at the strategic, operational or tactical level (Waleij et al.,
2011). Nevertheless, it is clear ‘environmental protection for the environment’s sake’ is
not sufficient for military planners to include environmental considerations in their
planning. Rather, the motivation is based on how environmental protection can benefit
the military mission and its objectives.
Despite the recognition that environmental protection can play a strategic role
in supporting the mission objectives, this aspect is rarely addressed in military
environmental policies (Mosher et al., 2008; Waleij et al., 2011). For instance, Mosher
et al. (2008) noted that environmental guidance and direction in OPLANs and other
higher-level planning documents reviewed in that study lacked details on the strategic
aspects of the environment in meeting mission objectives and long-term post-conflict
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goals, and instead focused on tactical-level details, such as waste management at
military camps. Thus, the importance of environmental protection to the mission is
often overlooked. A potential explanation for the absence of strategic considerations is
proposed by Mosher et al. (2008), who found that environmental considerations had
not been effectively incorporated into the US Army’s operational planning due to a “lack
of emphasis in doctrine, training and leadership”(p.12).

2.2.1.2 Operational Context
The need for environmental policies for military operations notwithstanding, the
literature recognizes that one of the main limitations to the implementation of
environmental policy in deployed settings is the challenge posed by the unique and
inherent features of military operations (Mosher et al., 2008; Martinsson et al., 2010a;
UNEP, 2012). Many military missions take place in remote and often ecologically
sensitive areas with poor infrastructure and limited waste management capabilities; are
quickly established and are usually temporary in nature; see rapid changes in troop
population; face numerous security constraints; and are limited in human, financial and
material resources (Martinsson et al., 2010a; Waleij et al., 2011). Martinsson et al.
(2010a) also highlight the lack of local resources, such as unavailable Host Nation
oversight, absence of qualified local contractors and lack of suitable national
infrastructure as another challenge to implementation, particularly where the policies
encourage the use of local resources by the military for environmental management,
such as the use of local contractors and facilities for water and wastewater treatment
and/or disposal (Martinsson et al., 2010a).
Another key point highlighted in several reports is the difficulty in conducting
long-term environmental planning due to operational timeframes and priorities
(Martinsson et al, 2010a & 2010b; UNEP, 2012). This is even though many authors
highlight the integration of environmental considerations early in the strategic and
operational planning phases as critical for successful policy implementation (Mosher et
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al., 2008; Martinsson et al., 2010a & 2010b; Waleij et al., 2011). This conflict becomes
apparent when considering the assumption in several of the polices and guidance
documents that environmental protection standards will become more stringent over
the duration of the operation due to the increased level of camp development and,
potentially, the increased availability in local services available from the Host Nation
(Martinsson et al., 2010a). In principle, the expectation is that more resources will
become available as the operation matures and reaches a ‘steady state,’ which will in
turn allow for the implementation of ever more sophisticated environmental protection
measures. However, the reality is that military missions are usually intended to be
temporary, and therefore long-term investment in infrastructure and technology at an
early stage is difficult to justify from a political and economic perspective (Mosher et al.,
2008; Martinsson et al., 2010a; UNEP, 2012). There is therefore a disconnect between
the policies and the reality of how military operations are planned and funded.
A final important limitation to implementation is the priority placed on
operations over environmental protection, also referred to as ‘the primacy of
operations.’ For instance, in their review on water management in military operations,
Martinsson et al. (2012b) note that the selection of military camp location often does
not consider local water supply issues, “[...] the reason simply being the many other
factors which have a direct impact on the purpose of the camp including strategic and
tactical issues, which often are considered higher in priority” (p.23). Prioritizing
operational requirements above environmental requirements may narrow the options
for environmental protection once the mission is underway, and result in dealing with
impacts ‘after the fact’ rather than on avoiding them ‘from the beginning’ (Martinsson
et al., 2010b). Waleij et al. (2011) suggest that the low priority placed on environmental
protection may be due to a general lack of awareness amongst military planners on the
importance of these concerns, as well as a lack of clear direction on the responsibilities
for decision-making and implementation. Moreover, Waleij et al. (2010) point out that
“most non-environmental planners regard environmental considerations as an
additional constraint or requirement to be dealt with in isolation” (p.61). The result is
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incremental and non-cohesive planning and an ad hoc application of the requirements
on the ground.
Martinsson et al. (2010a) conclude that there is a gap between the expectation
for environmental policy implementation and the operational reality faced by the
implementers ‘on the ground.’ The policies are poorly adapted to the situation, and
“[...] this results in current policy offering limited guidance as to how system capabilities
are to be improved and implemented if to be successful in reaching its stated
environmental requirements” (Martinsson et al., 2010a: p.24). Recommendations to
address this gap focus primarily on technological and procedural improvements.

2.2.1.3 Multinational Structure
A particular feature of NATO operations and UN peacekeeping missions is their
multinational structure. Generally, these missions are coalitions involving military
personnel from a number of Troop Contributing Nations (TCNs). Although mission staff
are expected to meet the mission’s overarching environmental policies, in both the
NATO and the UN structure, TCNs retain sovereignty over their personnel and
operations. In other words, each TCN operates both jointly and independently.
Among the challenges presented by this structure are the “differences in political
and financial interests,” the “complex mix of national and multinational policies and
doctrine,” the “lack of common environmental systems and training standards,” the
“lack of cooperation between force providing nations including joint efforts to optimize
current capabilities,” and “limited knowledge transfer” (Martinsson et al., 2010a: p.58).
This leads Martinsson et al. (2010a) to conclude that the current environmental policies
are not suitable for multinational situations. A further complication to the multinational
approach is the difficulty in maintaining centralized oversight and in enforcing
conformance to the mission’s policies and programs. There is effectively no
accountability for TCN actions on EP on multinational missions.
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Addressing this issue is challenging due to the political and sometimes legal
realities of operating within a coalition. Martinsson et al. (2010a) recommend
improving coordination between nations, and developing joint training, policies,
procedures and standards. Some of this work has been done by the NATO already,
namely the by promulgation of STANAGs 2581, 2582 and 2583, and the delivery of
NATO training on EP, which will be discussed in more detail later in the paper. However,
as this paper will show, the NATO experience indicates that the development of joint
policies and training is still not sufficient to address these concerns due to the
decentralized responsibility and accountability for these programs.
2.2.1.4 Lack of Practical Guidance
Commanders are normally responsible for the provision of specific guidance on
EP measures and standards for the mission. However, previous research indicates that
guidance on how to implement EP programs once deployed is often missing or
insufficient (Martinsson et al., 2010b; Waleij et al., 2011). The absence of this guidance,
or inadequate training and awareness on its existence, also prevents or erodes
‘ownership’ by military personnel of environmental protection in the field (Waleij et al.,
2011).
With regards to the lack of guidance, Waleij et al. (2011) note that current
guidance on environmental protection is seen by users as to “[...] offer material not
applicable in a deployed setting or not comprehensive enough to be considered very
useful” (p.47). Martinsson et al. (2010a) echo this conclusion, noting that “[...] there is a
frequent lack in available and applicable reference material describing, “how to do it””
(p.58). The issue presented by those authors has two dimensions: the first refers to the
breadth of the guidance provided in terms of the types of measures suitable for a
deployed setting, while the second refers to the depth of the information available in
terms of the level of detail provided on specific actions. In the first case, the implication
is that the guidance may incorporate measures that, while viable ‘at home,’ are not
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always relevant to or feasible in a deployed setting3. In the second case, the finding
implies that a greater level of detail is needed to assist mission staff, particularly where
these staff may lack training on the subject. As stated by Waleij et al. (2011), “[...] the
policies need to be transformed into an uncomplicated and easily comprehensible
environmental guidance, adapted to the requirements of an operational setting and
made available in the field” (p.45).
This situation highlights a conflict with EP policy development and program
implementation for military operations. On the one hand, detailed, consistent and
situationally-relevant guidance is needed by troops to complete their tasks. On the
other hand, the environmental policies and even some guidance documents must be
kept deliberately broad to ensure flexibility given the diverse circumstances and
environments in which operations take place (Waleij et al., 2011). This last situation is
even further complicated by the need to account for and balance multiple national
requirements in a multinational operation.
To overcome this problem, authors such as Waleij et al. (2011) suggest that
guidance should be generated at the mission level in order achieve the aim of providing
sufficient detail tailored to the conditions on the ground. In addition to the
development of mission-specific policy, the guidance could take the form of a locallydeveloped Environmental Management Plan (EMP), which would consider the
requirements of the policies at all levels and balance these with local conditions to
derive site-specific tasks (Waleij et al., 2011). However, a mission-level EMP may still
need to balance TCN and location-specific requirements across the theatre of
operations. Devolving EMP development to the TCN may not resolve this problem,
since maintaining consistency between all EMPs produced by TCNs may be a challenge.
Moreover, given that guidance and direction, and in particular the Operational Plan
(OPLAN) development, tends to flow from higher headquarters down to the operational
and tactical levels, policy developed at the tactical level may be difficult to implement
3

For example, refer to the reservation by Belgium in its ratification of STANAG 2582 that
the use of natural lighting as an energy conservation measure while deployed may
conflict with force protection (i.e. security) requirements.
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and to coordinate effectively.
Even when environmental guidance is available, communication and credibility
remain a concern. For instance, Mosher et al. (2008) describe how US Army personnel
who had deployed to Iraq were not only unaware of the environmental guidance in the
mission’s OPLAN, but once informed of its existence, felt that it was not sufficient to
address the environmental concerns and was therefore “[...] merely an exercise in
checking the box” (p.70). Improved training and awareness may address this concern.

2.2.1.5 Staffing and Financial Resources
Both the NATO and the UN environmental policies require the appointment of
an Environment Officer whose primary role is to advise and assist the mission
Commander in meeting the environmental obligations for the mission. Furthermore,
NATO EP policy requires the Commander to dedicate appropriate funding for EP
measures. However, the literature shows that staffing and funding have generally been
inadequate in many recent missions (Mosher et al., 2008; Waleij et al. 2011; UNEP,
2012).
With regards to the appointment of environmental expertise, the UNEP (2012)
noted that fewer than half of the UN peacekeeping missions had a dedicated
Environment Officer at the time of their review in 2012. Similarly, Mosher et al. (2008)
found that lack of funding to establish the position or a shortage of expert staff to fill the
position meant that the availability of environmental expertise in US Army contingency
operations was insufficient to address the program requirements. Appointing an
unqualified military member as the Environment Officer as a secondary duty was not
surprisingly found to be inadequate at addressing the shortfall (Mosher et al., 2008).
As for the placement of environmental expertise within the organization, the
Environmental Officer position is often placed at the technical level, usually embedded
within logistics or engineering functions (Waleij et al., 2011). Although this affords some
benefits for program coordination between functional staffs, this placement “[...] will
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not provide the optimal channels for addressing more complex questions regarding for
example environmental-conflict relationships on a strategic level” (p.41). Both Waleij et
al. (2011) and the UNEP (2012) recommend that the Environment Officer position not
only be staffed as required, but be placed at the senior advisory staff level, such as
within the Commander’s Advisory Group, which will enable the provision of input at the
planning and decision-making level. Given the strongly hierarchical structure of military
organizations, the Environment Officer position must also be at a sufficient rank or level
to hold some influence within the organization (Waleij et al., 2011). Interestingly, Waleij
et al. (2011) suggest that a civilian position embedded within the military structure may
have less influence than a military member. The implication is that a civilian may be
considered an ‘outsider’ by his or her military colleagues despite occupying a position
within the military structure.
A related aspect involves the delineation of roles and responsibilities for
environmental protection both horizontally within the organization (i.e. across the
various staff functions) as well as vertically between the various organizational levels
(i.e. strategic, operational and tactical) (Waleij et al., 2011). The latter situation is
particularly important within a military organization, as it also mirrors the ‘chain of
command,’ which determines the decision-making authority and accountability
framework for the organization. In referring to a review done of EMS implementation
within the Canadian Armed Forces, Waleij et al. (2011) note that a disconnect occurs
between the strategic headquarters level, which typically develops the policies, and the
operational/tactical level, which is usually tasked to implement the policy, both in terms
of the how each level perceives and handles environmental risk, as well as of how
accountability for implementation is determined. Generally, accountability for
implementation of the policy becomes fragmented as the policy moves down the chain
of command and is delegated to various functional staffs to implement (Waleij et al.,
2011). For example, implementation of a hazardous materials management program at
the tactical level may require the involvement of the engineers (to design, construct and
maintain storage facilities), logistics staff (to purchase and dispose of materials), medical
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and/or safety staff (to monitor safe use and health impacts), and environmental staff (to
respond to spill incidents and monitor environmental impacts). A lack of coordination
between staff functions at the implementation level can lead to a duplication of effort
or no effort being expended by the parties involved; and hence to a failure in program
implementation.
Further exacerbating the implementation of environmental programs is the lack
of financial resources dedicated to environmental programs for staffing, equipment and
mitigation measures, particularly at the tactical level. The need for dedicated funding is
especially important in the early stages of the operations to prevent more serious
impacts later in the mission (Mosher et al., 2008). Mosher et al. (2008) found that
environmental programs reviewed in their study did not have their own funding, and
thus had to compete with other camp operations for resources.
Addressing these concerns requires several actions according to researchers,
namely encouraging broader military staff participation in policy development (i.e. both
across the organization and up and down the chain of command), securing sufficient
resources for implementation (including staffing), providing training and awareness on
environmental measures, and ensuring the Commander “leads by example” (Waleij et
al. 2011: 49). This latter point is critical in order to make “[...] environmental protection
more relevant and part of the working culture” (Waleij et al., 2011: 49).
Although the funding issue may seem simple to resolve, as discussed previously
it can be difficult to justify significant investment for environmental programs and staff
early in an operation due to the expectation for the mission to be ‘temporary.’
Resourcing for environmental initiatives is therefore in a Catch-22. Given the highly
political nature of funding decisions for military operations, it is not clear how this
problem can be overcome without a major shift in how environmental programs are
prioritized.

2.1.6 Training and Awareness
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Environmental training and awareness have been highlighted in many reports as
critical to supporting the integration of environmental considerations in planning, as
well as the implementation of environmental requirements in the field.
All reports reviewed found critical gaps in the level of training and awareness of
mission personnel at all levels on environmental protection measures. The UNEP (2012)
noted there was no “systematic and comprehensive pre-deployment training” (p.22) for
UN peacekeeping personnel, while Martinsson et al. (2010a & 2010b) found similar gaps
with respect to training and awareness amongst deployed personnel on waste and
water management issues. These gaps range from lack of general awareness on the
environmental measures in place for the mission, to inadequate technical training for
personnel designated to implement specific programs (Mosher et al., 2008; Martinsson
et al., 2010b). “This has caused a situation where personnel are being deployed without
necessary practical skill levels and necessary level of understanding of the often complex
processes behind the tasks they are often responsible for solving” (Martinsson et al.,
2010b: p.53).
In addition to the absence of available training courses on environmental
protection, the UNEP (2012) suggests that troop rotations of six-months to one year
may further challenge the provision of consistent training to troops while on mission.
The constant changeover of personnel poses a logistical challenge for training delivery
due to the number of troops involved in the rotation, as well as their dispersed locations
(i.e. troops based in different geographic areas). Furthermore, the ability to deliver inmission training on a regular basis may be overtaken by operational imperatives once
troops arrive ‘on the ground.’
The creation of pre-deployment and in-mission general awareness training for
various audiences such as troops, senior leadership and Environmental specialist staff is
recommended in the reviewed studies (Martinsson et al., 2010a & 2010b; UNEP, 2012).
However, what is not addressed is how these recommendations can be implemented in
a multinational theatre of operations given that the provision of environmental training,
particularly pre-deployment training, is considered, by the NATO at least, a national
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responsibility (NATO, 2008). Given the number of potential TCNs involved in a mission,
consistency in terms of the content, level, frequency and location of training and
awareness events becomes a key coordination challenge. Moreover, it is not clear how
responsive the curriculum can be to theatre-specific issues (e.g., environmental
procedures and requirements that apply once deployed) and how that training should in
turn be integrated into national training plans.
2.1.7 Monitoring and Lessons Learned
One of the key findings of the reports reviewed was that missions lacked
consistent and effective processes to monitor environmental performance and report
on lessons learned (Mosher et al. 2008; Martinsson et al., 2010a & 2010b; UNEP, 2012).
This is an important finding since, as noted by Martinsson et al. (2010a), “an
organization that is not learning from its mistakes cannot be expected to develop”
(p.54).
In addition to a lack of baseline data and information on the performance of
various procedures and technologies in the field, the findings also addressed the
broader issues of policy performance and accountability (Martinsson et al., 2010a &
2010b; UNEP, 2012). Martinsson et al. (2010a & 2010b) suggested the gap was due to
the limited allocation of resources to collect, analyze, distribute and apply the lessons
learned from missions. Moreover, there was a lack of knowledge transfer between
program staff due to high staff turnover in military operations (Martinsson et al. (2010a
& 2010b). Indeed, Waleij et al. (2011) noted that while “collected experience and
knowledge on environmental considerations in peace operations is ample [...] much of
the information is fragmented between individual parties due to a lack of
documentation as well as communication” (p.12). The practical result, according to
Martinsson et al. (2010b), is that considerable time on the mission is spent “reinventing
the wheel” (p.54).
In order to address these concerns, the UNEP (2012) recommends the
establishment of compliance monitoring processes based on environmental
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performance indicators developed for each of the main policy themes (i.e. water,
wastewater, etc.). Complimentary to this process is the creation of an annual report,
and the completion of mandated studies such as Environmental Baseline Studies and
Environmental Impact Assessments (UNEP, 2012).
All the reviewed reports made similar recommendations; however, the
mechanisms for the integration and operationalization of the lessons learned are not
clearly articulated. In other words, how and by whom the information will be collected,
synthesized and incorporated into action is not addressed; nor is the issue of how this
information can be shared between multiple TCNs. Moreover, no framework for
developing environmental performance indicators has been advanced. Although some
work has been completed recently on the development of environmental performance
indicators for the defence sector (Ramos et al., 2007; Myrhe et al., 2013), this work
focuses largely on defence operations in the national context (i.e. at ‘home’). The
appropriateness of the indicators in a multinational and deployed setting remains
untested.
2.2.2 Environmental Policy Conclusion
In conclusion, environmental policy is an iterative process that aims to create a
positive (or at a minimum, a neutral) effect on the environment. Environmental policies
first emerged in the 1970s as a means of controlling first generation environmental
issues, such as point-source pollution. The policies at the time were developed from a
rational perspective, and focused on applying regulative measures to specific
environmental concerns. However, these policies have been criticized as being too
specialized and limited to address the complexity of environmental issues, particularly
the current second and third generation issues that have since emerged. Moreover,
political satisficing can lead to incremental and stove-piped policy-making, which can
result in policies working at cross-purposes with other sectors. Finally, implementation
remains an issue in terms of the provision of resourcing, oversight and data-gathering.
Increasingly, policy-makers have been turning to alternative policy development
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approaches, such as participatory processes and voluntary agreements, to address the
deficiencies of the earlier regulative policy processes.
With regards to the application of environmental policy to the military sector,
this section highlights a number of key points for the purposes of this study. First, the
need for environmental policies and programs for military operations, particularly in the
absence of binding legal obligations, has been unquestionably accepted by the military
community; this despite the fact the existing literature on this topic highlights several
significant limitations in the implementation of these policies in an operational context.
Some of these limitations are inherent to the nature of large scale military operations,
such as their multinational structure and the focus on operational priorities. It is
therefore not certain how these limitations can be addressed without making wider
changes to how these missions are planned and executed. Second, recommendations in
the literature to address implementation gaps are usually vague and rarely identify
specific mechanisms to resolve the issue. While there is recognition of what should be
done, there is a lack of tangible detail on ‘how to do it.’ Third, a common
recommendation throughout most of the reports is that a more stringent process of
performance monitoring and reporting of lessons learned is needed to advance the
implementation and continual improvement of the environmental policies. Finally,
there is an overall conflict between the recommendations to develop more stringent
policy and guidance, and the need to preserve flexibility and operational priorities. This
is a fundamental problem, and it is not clear from the literature how this conflict can be
resolved, particularly in a multinational context.

2.3 Evaluation Theory
The following section will introduce Evaluation theory and methodologies, and
their application to environmental policy and programs, before focusing on a discussion
of methods being used for EP policy evaluation, including a review of benefits and
drawbacks of these various methods. This will be followed by the identification of the
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theory and methodology to be used for this study, including an explanation as to why it
is appropriate to this study.
2.3.1 Introduction to Evaluation Theory
The basic definitions and concepts related to Evaluation Theory and
Methodology, including a review of evaluation typology are discussed below.
A standard definition of Evaluation has not been adopted in the literature;
however, most researchers describe Evaluation as a systematic process of gathering
data on a program or policy to make a determination on the intervention’s value or
merit (Mickwitz, 2003; McDavid & Hawthorn, 2006; Chen, 2015). A key factor in
performing an evaluation is to establish the causal linkage between the program or
policy element being reviewed and the observed effects (Bennear & Coglianese, 2005;
Crabbé & Leroy, 2008, Chen, 2015). Although an evaluation can be targeted at an
intervention’s outputs, it is more commonly focused on its outcomes or impacts
(Bennear & Coglianese, 2005; Weber at al., 2013; Chen, 2015). The practical purpose of
most evaluations is to inform stakeholders on the status of the intervention and its
effects, which they will then use to take some form of action or decision on the
intervention (McDavid & Hawthorn, 2006; Chen, 2015).
Most evaluations can be classified using Chen’s (2015) fundamental evaluation
typology in which they are described as a combination of their function (constructive or
conclusive) and the program stage (process or outcome). Constructive evaluation types,
such as Needs Assessments, Formative Evaluations and Logic Models, are aimed at
identifying strengths and weaknesses to improve a program or policy, which makes
these types suitable to answer questions such as ‘what did or did not happen’ and ‘why’
this was so (Chen, 2015). Conclusive evaluation types, such as Process Monitoring,
Outcome Monitoring and Viability Evaluation, are aimed at making a judgement about
the intervention, and thus are best suited to answer questions such as ‘how well’ a
policy or a policy process worked (Chen, 2015). Hybrid evaluations combine the features
of both functions and apply them to either program stage. Therefore, an evaluation
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that focuses on determining a policy’s outcome effectiveness and on understanding the
specific process elements of the implementation that contributed to the policy’s success
or failure would be described as a constructive/conclusive outcome evaluation (Chen,
2015). Examples of evaluation approaches that fall into this hybrid type are Real World
Evaluation and Theory-driven Outcome Evaluation (Chen, 2015), the latter of which will
be discussed in more detail in the next section.
Chen’s (2015) typology does not distinguish between ex ante and ex post
evaluations, however when an evaluation is applied at the beginning of an intervention
(ex ante), the evaluation normally takes a formative approach and aims to provide
guidance on program or policy development; but when applied after the intervention is
completed (ex post), the evaluation is primarily summative and focuses on confirming
results and identifying lessons learned (Chen, 2015). It is therefore expected that ex
ante evaluations will tend more towards constructive evaluation types, while ex post
evaluations will tend towards more conclusive evaluation types.

2.3.2 Selection Approaches and Methodologies for the Evaluation of Environmental
Policy Effectiveness
There are many evaluation approaches and strategies identified in the literature.
Crabbé and Leroy (2008) alone list eleven approaches including needs analysis, program
theory, experimental, impact assessment, cost-benefit and realistic evaluation. Each
approach has features which will make it suitable to answer a specific research
question; however, the timing of the evaluation in the policy cycle and the purpose of
the evaluation – in other words, the questions being asked - will have the strongest
influence on the type, approach and research methods (e.g. qualitative and/or
quantitative) used by the evaluator (Crabbé & Leroy, 2008; Chen, 2015). Therefore, the
context of the evaluation is the central determining factor in establishing the research
design.
Although the scope of the evaluation field has expanded over the years to
include reviews of intervention legitimacy, acceptance, participation and transparency,
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determining policy effectiveness and efficiency remain the most common reasons for
undertaking an evaluation (Mickwitz, 2003; Crabbé and Leroy, 2008). Effectiveness in
this context is generally defined as the degree to which the program or policy achieved
the stated outputs or outcomes (Gysen et al., 2006; Crabbé & Leroy, 2008; Weber et al.,
2013; Chen, 2015). Due to the focus on identifying how well a policy solved a given
policy problem, these evaluations are often associated with rationalist and goal-oriented
policy approaches (Crabbé & Leroy, 2008; Weber et al., 2013). As noted in the previous
section, these approaches are also often associated with regulative policy instruments,
which are the most common type used in military organizations.
The evaluation of policy effectiveness presents several methodological
challenges to researchers, namely the difficulties in establishing causality (i.e. the
connection between the policy and the observed effect), as well as in dealing with side
effects and unintended effects (Mickwitz, 2003; Gysen et al., 2006; Crabbé & Leroy,
2008; Weber et al., 2013). These effects are even more pronounced in the evaluation of
environmental policies due to their unique features, which were discussed in section 2.1
of this paper (Mickwitz, 2003; Gysen et al., 2006; Crabbé & Leroy, 2008; Birnbaum &
Mickwitz, 2009). Similar concerns have also been raised in the conduct of evaluation for
peacekeeping and stabilization4 situations (Rogers, 2008, van Stolk et al., 2011). In
addition to these effect, researchers also identify data availability and collection,
elements of scope (i.e. time, scale, level of analysis), selection of cases for determination
of causality, and finally, evaluator bias and the acceptance of evaluation findings by the
receiving organization as additional factors (Crabbé & Leroy, 2008; Gaarder & Annan,
2013).
In response to these challenges, the literature of the last several years has
focused on identifying methodologies and approaches capable of addressing the various
concerns (Rogers, 2008; Ling, 2012; Webber et al., 2013). Overall, these studies show a
4

van Stolk et al. (2011) define ‘stabilization’ as “the process or collection of activities
which are aimed at reducing the risk of normal political processes becoming violent”
(p.ix). Stabilization initiatives often occur concurrent to, or closely after, military
interventions (i.e. a crisis response operation).
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tendency towards the use of hybrid evaluation approaches using mixed methods
(Mickwitz, 2003; Gysen et al., 2006; Rogers, 2008; Ton, 2012; Ling, 2012; Weber et al.,
2013; Chen, 2015). By combining the best features of various approaches, researchers
can overcome some of the methodological problems identified with single-type
approaches, as well as address broader stakeholder needs and produce more relevant
evaluation results (Chen, 2015). Indeed, Chen (2015) advocates for the adoption of a
more holistic evaluation strategy, what he refers to as ‘enlightenment assessment,’ in
order reach the correct conclusion on an intervention’s merit. As stated by Chen (2015):
“[...] how a program achieved its goals is just as important as whether it achieved them”
(p.21). The ability to determine not just whether the policy goal was achieved, but also
what specific elements of the policy worked or failed, should lead to stronger
recommendations and thus, more useful information for stakeholders in taking
appropriate actions in response to the findings (Chen, 2015).
While there are several evaluation approaches that meet the hybrid or mixed
methods evaluation type, Theory-driven Outcome Evaluation has been proposed by
Chen (2015) as the most appropriate to answer questions related to policy
effectiveness. This approach is sometimes also referred to as the Theory of Change
(Chen, 2015). Since the question of policy effectiveness is central to this this study, this
approach will be used as the conceptual framework for this study.

2.3.3 The Theory-driven Outcome Evaluation
As implied by the name, the Theory-driven Outcome Evaluation is centered
around the elucidation of the rationale and the assumptions underpinning the
intervention and determining how these have contributed to the policy outcome
(Crabbé & Leroy, 2008; Chen, 2015). In other words, it establishes “how a program is
supposed to work” (Chen, 2015: p.66) and then compares it to how the program
actually worked in order to make an assessment as to how well the program achieved its
goals and why. The degree of the causal relationship between those observed effects
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determines whether the policy had an effect or not (Crabbé & Leroy, 2008; Chen, 2015).
The conceptual model of this approach is shown in Figure 1, below.
The key factor in this approach involves uncovering both the implicit and explicit
assumptions for how policy-makers understand the causal relationships underpinning
the issue the policy is meant to address (descriptive assumption), and how they expect
the policy actions to work (prescriptive assumption, or ‘action model’) (Chen, 2015). As
Chen (2015) notes, “if invalid assumptions dictate the strategies of a program, it is
unlikely to succeed.” These assumptions are then used to build the action and change
models for the program.

Action Model

Implementation

Intervention

Determinants

Outcomes

Change Model

Figure 1 Elements of the Theory-Driven Outcome Evaluation Approach (from Chen (2015), p.311)

The change model is the relationship between the interventions, determinants
and outcomes of the policy (Chen, 2015). The process is presented linearly in Figure 1,
but may also involve dynamic relationships, such as multiple lines and feedback loops,
between each element (Chen, 2015). An important distinction between the programme
theory and a simple program logic model is the inclusion of intermediary steps, or
determinants, that mediate between the intervention and the outcome (Chen, 2015).
The identification of the determinant is important to focus the policy (and hence the
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evaluation findings) on specific factors. As an example, the provision of environmental
awareness training (intervention) is expected to generate more engagement of
participants in the program (determinant), which will result in improved environmental
management (outcome). However, the evaluation may find that the provision of
environmental awareness training did not significantly change the level of engagement
of participants in the program, even though environmental management may have
improved overall. This would lead to the conclusion that environmental awareness
training is not important to improving overall environmental management, and could
result in a recommendation to remove the training program as it is obsolete or to
revamp it to focus on other training concerns (e.g., specific skills training).
The action model describes the actions needed to implement the policy, such as
the procedures and protocols, implementing organization, resources, etc. (Chen, 2015).
Therefore, the action model drives how a policy is carried out; and therefore, how the
change model is implemented. The action model elements are useful as indicators for
the evaluation, such as whether resources and procedures were present to support the
implementation (Chen, 2015).
The development of the programme theory is normally done deductively and
inductively based on program documentation, as well as with the input of policy-makers
(Crabbé & Leroy, 2008). This feature makes this evaluation approach particularly useful
in situations where quantitative data or resources for more intensive data collection are
lacking (Crabbé & Leroy, 2008). However, the absence of significant empirical evidence
is also one of the main disadvantages of this method (Crabbé & Leroy, 2008), and why
many authors, such as Ton (2012), White & Phillips (2012) and Copestake (2014),
recommend strategies for data collection and analysis drawing from mixed methods,
and the use of triangulation and semi-structured and targeted interviews focused on
questions related to the causal chain. Moreover, this method requires careful attention
be paid to building a ‘credible case’ to support the determination of a causal link
between action and outcome (White & Phillips, 2012). ‘Credibility’ in this case is
defined by Copestake (2014) as “[...] one party being able to offer a sufficient
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combination of evidence and explanation to convince another party that a proposition is
reasonable in the sense of being sufficiently plausible to act upon – not rational in a
logical sense, perhaps, but neither irrational” (p.417). Therefore, the end goal is not to
make an absolute determination of causation, but rather to present a reasonable case
based on the evidence provided (White & Phillips, 2012; Copestake, 2014). As
Copestake (2014) explains: “This falls short of scientific certainty, but in complex
contexts it is often as much as we can hope for, particularly given the possibility that
efforts to aim higher may be counterproductive in terms of cost, timeliness and policy
relevance” (p.417).
In conclusion, the Theory-driven Outcome Evaluation approach presents the
‘best fit’ for this study due to its focus on identifying not only whether an environmental
policy is effective, but also what elements contributed to the success or failure of the
intervention. However, special attention must be paid to establishing the causal
relationship and making a ‘credible’ case for the findings. The use of mixed methods can
assist with this process.
2.3.4 Evaluation in NATO
Since this study focuses on the evaluation of NATO policies and programs, it is
important to briefly address the question of Evaluation in the NATO context. The NATO
has an established procedure for the collection of ‘Lessons Learned’ (LL). For the NATO,
the purpose of LL is “to learn efficiently from experience and to provide validated
justifications for amending the existing way of doing things, in order to improve
performance, both during the course of an operation and for subsequent operations”
(NATO, 2016: p.1). Once identified, the NATO LL are reviewed and prioritized; and once
approved, they are incorporated into policy, procedures and doctrine, and then
institutionalized through training and communication to all staff (NATO, 2016).
The NATO LL process shares some similarities with program evaluation, such as
its focus on identifying the difference between the expected and the actual result of an
action, and on establishing, albeit very informally, the ‘root cause’ (i.e. causal chain) for
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the observed difference (NATO, 2016). However, the NATO LL process does not require
the elaboration of a program theory, or require the formal use of a research framework
from which to reach conclusions on the value of the intervention. The NATO LL
approach is also less systematic in that deals ad hoc with a range of activities as
identified by individuals rather than a deliberate and targeted review of specific
program or policy elements.
The conclusion is that the NATO LL process is not equivalent to a formal process
of program or policy evaluation; and therefore, that there is no comprehensive process
of policy or program evaluation in NATO. However, the NATO LL process does provide
value as a source of data on specific interventions for the purposes of an evaluation.
Moreover, the NATO LL process can be used to register findings from the evaluation
which can then be adopted and institutionalized by the system. In the end, while the
NATO LL is not equivalent to a formal program of Evaluation, the NATO LL process can
be considered complementary to the evaluation of programs and policies in the NATO
context.

2.3.5 Evaluation Theory Summary
This review of the Evaluation literature identified several key challenges to
conducting an evaluation of environmental policies and programs, as well as
interventions in difficult contexts such as conflict scenarios. These challenges have not
gone unacknowledged or unaddressed by researchers in the past few years. Indeed, the
literature shows an increasing interest within the discipline on the use of hybrid
methodologies and approaches to overcome these issues.
The Theory-driven Outcome Evaluation approached proposed by Chen (2015) is
one of the hybrid methods recommended for evaluating policy effectiveness when the
goal is to uncover not only whether a policy achieved its goals, but also why this was or
wasn’t so. Due to this focus, this evaluation approach is the best suited to answer the
questions central to this study. The Theory-driven Outcome approach requires the
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elaboration of a programme theory that considers the underlying assumptions for the
policy and its interactions, and then establishing the relationships comprising the
change model. Once the programme theory is established, it can be compared against
the real-world experience of policy implementation. Although the approach has many
advantages, care must still be taken to ensure causal linkages are credibly established.
The use of mixed research methods and triangulation is recommended to address these
concerns.
Finally, a quick review of the NATO Lessons Learned process shows that is not
equivalent to a deliberate and systematic program of evaluation of the type described in
this chapter. Therefore, this application of evaluation theory to the NATO EP policies
constitutes the first time these policies have been reviewed in this manner.

2.4 Chapter Conclusion
The literature on environmental policies in the military sector is consistent in
supporting the need for EP policies for military operations. However, the literature also
shows that the implementation of these policies is hindered by many factors, namely:
operational priorities; lack of training and awareness; multinational structure; absence
of sufficient resources such as staffing and funding; absence of guidance on program
elements; and absence of consistent program monitoring and evaluation. Given the
importance of these elements as indicators of policy effectiveness, they will be used to
guide the review of the ISAF EP program.
The literature on the evaluation of environmental policies identified that the
selection of evaluation approach and methodology is driven by the research context,
and that researchers must balance the benefits and drawbacks of each method to
overcome a number of methodological challenges. After considering these for this
study, the Theory-driven Outcome Evaluation approach was determined to be the best
suited to answer the central questions of this study, namely how effectively the NATO
EP policies were implemented and what the barriers and enablers were for program
implementation at ISAF. The approach requires the development of a programme
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theory for the policy, which will be used to compare the results from the ISAF program
in the coming chapters.
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CHAPTER 3 – ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION POLICY IN NATO
This chapter will discuss the history and rationale for the adoption of
environmental protection policies in NATO, as well as explain NATO terminology and
policy hierarchy, introduce the key policy documents to be reviewed in this study, and
identify the strengths and weaknesses of these policies. This information will serve to
establish the basic programme theory for the NATO EP program for the purposes of this
assessment.

3.1 NATO Terminology and Policy Hierarchy
Before proceeding, it is important to define what the terms ‘policy,’ ‘principle,’
and ‘doctrine’ mean in a NATO context, and how these different concepts relate to each
other in the NATO policy hierarchy. The NATO Terminology Database5 defines the terms
as follows:
•

Policy. Prudent course of action or conduct to be applied in the application
of a principle.

•

Principle. A principle is a general law which gives action; a fundamental
truth as a basis of reasoning.

•

Doctrine. Fundamental principles by which the military forces guide their
actions in support of objectives. It is authoritative but requires judgement in
application.

Within the NATO hierarchy, policies and principles are the higher level of NATO
document, as these typically reflect the strategic interests at the political-military level
(NATO, 2010). Policy generally sets the overarching conditions for NATO activities; in
other words, it establishes “why they do what they do” (NATO, 2010: p.1-1). Although
policy is prescriptive, it is not static; NATO policy will typically respond to changing
conditions (NATO, 2010). Principles are fundamental concepts that underpin military
5

NATO Terminology Database: https://nso.nato.int/natoterm/Web.mvc
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activities, and thus support policy. While the principles that apply for any given
circumstance may be different, the principles themselves are immutable.
Doctrine establishes the framework for the conduct of an operation; in other
words, ‘how they do what they do’; and is usually based on established policy and
principles (NATO, 2010). Doctrine tends to be more stable than policy, although the two
documents are mutually dependent (NATO, 2010). Doctrine goes on to support the
development of procedures, such as the supporting STANAGs. Ultimately, doctrine is
the more practical of the two documents and can therefore be expected to have the
most direct influence on the conduct of NATO activities. Despite the distinction made
by NATO, for the purposes of this study, the term ‘policy’ will be used to refer to both
the NATO policy and doctrine framework documents for EP.
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Figure 2 NATO EP Policy Hierarchy and its relation to TCN EP Policy (adapted from Waleij et al., 2011). Dark blue
arrows indicate mandatory relationship (i.e. adoption of these documents is mandatory), while light blue arrows
represent uncertainty in the interaction between the NATO and TCN documents.

With regards to the policy hierarchy as it applies to EP in NATO, Figure 2 presents
a conceptual model of the NATO EP policy hierarchy and its relationship with TCN EP
policy. In terms of the interaction of these documents, EP policy, doctrine and
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procedures developed at the strategic level within NATO are to be adopted within the
TCN policy, doctrine and procedural documents at their strategic level, but only when
ratified by the TCN. Commitments under international law or national law are
incorporated as applicable within those policies, whether directly or as a ‘best practice.’
At the operational level, requirements are established in the Operational Plan (OPLAN)
for the mission. In theory, the NATO OPLAN requirements for a joint mission should also
be adopted by the TCN; however, the linkage between the NATO and TCN plans at this
stage is not clear. Also at this level, Host Nation legal requirements should be
considered in both NATO and TCN OPLANs. Given that the operational command level in
NATO is situated in Europe, and not always forward in the theatre of operations, the
extent to which this happens is unknown. Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) are
prepared at the tactical level for both the NATO and TCN missions. Theoretically, the
NATO SOPs should apply to the TCNs in theatre, and in turn the TCN requirements
should be shared with the NATO Commander to be incorporated in the mission
procedures; however, again the degree to which these SOPs and other documents are
shared between the NATO Commander and the TCNs in theatre unknown. The result is
two potential silos of requirements that apply to the mission at the tactical level.

3.2 NATO EP Policy Development
As a result of increased focus on environmental protection within NATO member
states, the NATO was moved to develop policies on Environmental Protection (EP) to
address the environmental impacts of its activities (Waleij et al., 2011; NATO, 2014).
Despite having issued its first EP policy in the 1970s (NATO, 2014), it was not
almost until 30 years later that the NATO issued dedicated policy, principles and
doctrine on EP in NATO-led operations. The timing of this renewed focus on EP within
NATO coincided with the NATO’s multinational mission in the Balkans. According to Key
Informants, the EPWG was first convened in 1999 to address concerns raised by NATO
member nations based on their experiences with coordinating EP, particularly during
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that mission. Key Informants note that policy development was strongly driven member
nations’ desire for guidance and tools on implementing the program in a multinational
context. The goal was for all NATO member nations to have a common set of EP
expectations, supported by common terminology, when deployed. Even though NATO
EPWG members were committed to the task, Key
“I don’t think there
were ever really
opposite views because
I think environmental
protection - that is
good intentions; and
nobody is really
against having good
intentions.”
-Key Informant

Informants note that the process was not quick. For
instance, STANAGs 2581, 2582 and 2583, which will be
discussed in more detail later in this section, took five
years to be published. Moreover, the political realities of
NATO also affected the substance of the documents. As
one Key Informant notes, ““The more direct you become,
the more compliance is a focus, the less likely it is to be
approved.” Indeed, another Key Informant recalls that

the EPWG strengthened the language of MC 469 during its revision in the mid-2000s in
response to feedback from implementers that the policy needed to be more directive.
However, when the policy was raised for the approval by the Military Committee, “all
the strong language was taken out again.”
Nevertheless, despite the challenges of language barriers, infrequent meetings,
lack of coordination with other related groups, procedural delays, and political
influence, the EPWG members were able to reach a consensus and issue the keystone
policies and subsequently, the supporting guidance documents on EP.

3.3 NATO EP Policies
MC 469 - NATO Military Principles and Policies for Environmental Protection (EP)
was first published in 2003 and describes the overall policy requirements for the
inclusion of EP in NATO-led military activities (NATO, 2011). By virtue of being a
document published by the NATO’s Military Committee (MC), MC 469 applies to all
NATO member nations participating in a NATO-led activity. Theoretically, the policy also
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applies to any participating non-NATO Troop Contributing Nations (TCNs). NATO
Standadization Agreement (STANAG) 7141 EP - Joint NATO Doctrine for Environmental
Protection During NATO Led Military Activities was first published in 2002 and provides
more specific guidance on the inclusion of EP in military activities, and in particular its
application to military exercises and operations such as the ISAF mission in Afghanistan
(NATO, 2008). Adoption of a STANAG by NATO member nations is based on a process of
ratification, and is therefore voluntary6 (NATO, 2015). STANAGs do not apply to nonNATO TCNs as these nations have no role in the ratification process; however they can
be adopted as guidance by a non-NATO TCN if the nation chooses. Although other
STANAGS and Allied Joint Environmental Protection Publications (AJEPPs) have been
developed by the NATO, MC 469 and STANAG 7141 (also referred to as AJEPP-4) are
considered to be the main policy frameworks for the NATO EP program.
According to Waleij et al. (2011), the issuance of the NATO’s two main policies in
the early 2000s “[...] constituted for the first time an external demand and pressure on
troop contributing countries to address environmental issues in NATO-led military
operations” (p.113). Generally, the NATO EP program described in MC 469 and STANAG
7141 requires environmental risks from military activities to be identified during the
operational planning phase, and specifically in the Operatinal Plan (OPLAN) for the
mission; and actions to mitigate those risks to be taken during the mission phase (NATO,
2008; NATO, 2011; Waleij et al., 2011). Commanders are assigned the authority and
responsibility for program implementation from the planning phase to mission closeout,
including the appointment of qualified environmental staff to advise on program
requirements, assign responsiblities and resources, and the preparation of local
procedures and guidance (NATO, 2008; NATO, 2011). Training and awareness issues are
addressed, but mostly as a TCN responsibility. With respect to the procedures and
guidance, the EP policies emhasize the need to review the procedures as the mission
6

Once ratified by a nation, conformance to the STANAG becomes compulsory within the
nation by virtue of being adopted within national policies, doctrine, procedures or
similar documents. However, the degree to which this actually happens is not directly
monitored by the NATO (Key Informant).
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matures, as well as the need for transparency, coordination and communication with
TCNs as well as with the Host Nation on EP measures (NATO, 2008; NATO, 2011).
Ultimately, EP is established as a contributing factor to mission success (NATO, 2011).
Indeed, MC 469 states that: “Success of NATO operations and training will in part be
measured by how effectively its forces are perceived to address theatre environmental
considerations while meetings its mission objectives” (NATO, 2011: p.2). The statement
is notable since the concept of ‘effectiveness’ is not defined, and it refers to ‘perceived’
effectiveness rather than a more objective or measurable valuation of environmental
performance. It is therefore not clear how the NATO determines environmental
‘success’ in this respect.
Both the policy and doctrine embed some important caveats. First, despite
urging Commanders to take “[...] all reasonably acheivable measures to protect the
environment” (NATO, 2008: p.A-1), both the policy and the doctrine prioritize
operational requirements (i.e. the ‘primacy of operations’) over environmental
protection when these are in potential conflict during a mission. Moreover, the degree
to which the EP program will be implemented in any given mission is a Command
decision based on the mission-specific situation and the evaluated environmental risk.
In other words, conformance to the environmental policies is situationally dependent
and can change at any given time during the mission depending on mission priorities,
mission phase, available preparation time, availability of expertise and equipment, local
conditions and other factors (NATO, 2008; NATO 2011). Interestingly, STANAG 7141
also identifies differences in priorities placed on EP by different TCNs and differences in
terminology as other limitations to EP implementation. Finally, while the NATO
recognizes its collective responsibility for the protection of the environment during
NATO-led activities, “[...] each nation bears ultimate responsibility for the actions of its
own forces” (NATO, 2011: p.3). From a practical standpoint, this means that each TCN is
responsible to manage the environmental impacts of its military activities. Effectively,
TCNs are expected to plan, fund, staff, train and monitor their own programs. The result
is that responsibility for EP is fragmented within the mission. Due to these caveats,
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these policies have been criticized for being too “generic” and “toothless” (Waleij et al.,
2011: p.113).
Another notable feature of the NATO EP policies is how they address the issues
of legal compliance and conformance to other standards and policies. First, the
requirements of Host Nation environmental laws and international laws should be
considered during planning and respected during the conduct of activities. However,
these laws may not apply to deployed forces on a NATO mission, or may not be available
in the Host Nation (UNEP, 2009; Waleij et al., 2011)). Moreover, international law only
applies to signatory countries, and not to NATO as an organization. To conform to this
requirement, the NATO would need to consider the ratification status of each TCN for
each international legal instrument. Second, TCNs should use their national standards
where these are more stringent than, yet still compliant with, the Host Nation
standards. Although the statement is positive in that it encourages the use of stronger
standards, it nevertheless opens the door for multiple standards to be applied by
different TCNs on a mission. This contradicts the Commander’s responsibility to
establish the standards for theatre under MC 469 and STANAG 7141. Third, under MC
469 the Commander of the NATO force has the authority to negotiate and to coordinate
EP standards with the Host Nation and participating TCNs, particularly where standards
do not already exist. However, the mechanism for accomplishing this task is not
defined. The policy also does not define the level at which the coordination and
negotiations need to occur (e.g. political, strategic, operational or tactical) as this will
strongly influence the outcome. Fourth, the policies encourage the application of the
“best practicable and feasible” EP measures (NATO, 2011: p.4). How the NATO defines
‘best practicable and feasible’ is not discussed, although the wording implies that the
choice of measures will be situationally dependent and based on operational
considerations vice environmental ones. It is in effect another form of caveat.
Finally, monitoring and reporting on program requirements are addressed in
STANAG 7141, but are mostly absent in MC 469. It is therefore not clear how
conformance to the policy is to be assessed. The latter document only states a
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requirement for Commanders to report significant incidents up the Chain of Command
and to the Host Nation; and to request environmental reports on (italics added for
emphasis) “the EP status of sites made available for their use” (NATO, 2011; p.5). The
italicized statement implies that reports can only be compelled from TCNs occupying
NATO-consigned and/or operated sites, but not sites that have been acquired and
managed by the TCN. STANAG 7141 is much more comprehensive on the matter of
monitoring and the reporting of NATO Lessons Learned on EP. Nevertheless, the
STANAG does not address how ‘checking and corrective action’ will be coordinated with
TCNs across the mission, nor how observed non-conformances will be handled on the
mission. Ultimately, accountability and enforcement are not addressed. The focus of
the requirements is also on compliance with program elements at the tactical level (e.g.
inspection of Unit lines). Requirements for a more strategic evaluation of the policy or
of the program is missing.

3.4 Other NATO EP Policies
In addition to the keystone environmental policy documents, MC 469 and
STANAG 7141, the environmental policy suite within NATO was expanded over the
period from 2003-2014, although primarily in the 2011-2014 timeframe, to include
several additional guidance documents that amplify the requirements for the
application of the NATO EP doctrine and policy in NATO-led operations. Most of the
related STANAGs have been published in the form of Allied Joint Environmental
Protection Publications (AJEPPs)7. These are primarily supporting documents that
amplify the guidance provided in the framework policies. These documents include:

7

Under the NATO Standardization process, the STANAG constitutes the agreement by
the nations to a given standardization document. The actual standard is published in
the form of an Allied Publication or Standard Related Document (NATO, 2015). This
explains why many of the NATO EP documents are referred to as both STANAGs and
AJEPPs. The term STANAG as used in this study refers to both the STANAG and the
AJEPP portions.
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•

STANAG 2581, Environmental Protection Standards and Norms for Military
Compounds in NATO Operations (AJEPP-1);

•

STANAG 2582, Environmental Protection Best Practices and Standards for
Military Camps in NATO Operations (AJEPP-2);

•

STANAG 2583, Environmental Management System in NATO Operations (AJEPP3);

•

STANAG 2510, Joint NATO Waste Management Requirements During NATO-led
Military Activities (AJEPP-5);

•

STANAG 6500, NATO Camp Environmental File During NATO-led Operations
(AJEPP-6);

•

STANAG 2594, Best Environmental Protection Practices for Sustainability of
Military Training Areas (AJEPP-7);

•

STANAG 7102 DPP, Environmental Protection Handling Requirements for
Petroleum Handling Facilities and Equipment.
The supporting NATO EP policies and their main attributes are described in

Annex B, Summary and Applicability of NATO Environmental Protection Policies. As
shown in Annex A, STANAGs 2581, 2582, 2583, 2510 and 7102 DPP applied to the ISAF
mission during the study period. Of these documents, STANAGs 2581 and 2582, and to
a lesser degree 2583, provide the most comprehensive guidance on the implementation
of the EP program. These documents will therefore be discussed in more detail here.
STANAGs 2581 and 2582 present standards, norms and best practices covering a
broad range of environmental aspects, such as wastewater; solid waste: healthcare
waste; hazardous materials management; radioactivity; energy; petroleum, oils and
lubricants (POL); soil contamination; natural, cultural and historical resource
management; air pollution; and noise pollution. STANAG 2583 presents the framework
for establishing an Environmental Management System (EMS) for NATO activities.
STANAGs 2581 and 2582 are aimed primarily at activities at military camps, while
STANAG 2583 is focused more on operational planning. None of the documents directly
address the role of the environment as a strategic issue supporting military objectives.
Both STANAG 2581 and 2582 are aimed at planning staff at the operational and
theatre levels. The documents place a strong emphasis on incorporating environmental
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considerations at the planning stage with due consideration of the context and risk
factors specific to the mission. Standards and best practices presented in the documents
generally refer to European Union, United States or Canadian requirements, or other
internationally recognized limits (e.g. World Health Organization standard for
biomedical waste). TCNs are encouraged to meet the more stringent of the
environmental requirements whenever possible.
Notwithstanding that the STANAG 2581 aims to establish ‘standards and norms’
for NATO activities, embedded within the document are several caveats that moderate
the application of these requirements:
•

operational imperatives have priority over environmental protection;

•

the level of military compound (or camp) development and the specific phase of
the operation (i.e. pre-deployment, deployment, redeployment) will impact the
environmental standards applied to the site;

•

legal requirements will vary depending on the applicability of TCN requirements
extraterritorially and on the requirements of the Host Nation; and,

•

the availability of monitoring and enforcement technologies may vary.
Moreover, as stated in STANAG 2581, the requirements stated therein are

“guidelines” that are “not meant to replace existing regulations but offers a
complementary source of information for military planners when considering
environmental factors in the operational planning process” (p.4). Therefore, as with
STANAG 7141, these STANAGs do not present mandatory or universal requirements.
STANAG 2583 is aimed primarily at Environemental Protection (EP) Officers as a
tool for developing a mission-level EMS. The STANAG places the development of an
EMS within the NATO Operational Planning Process (OPP). The OPP establishes steps
for the planning of military activities from the initial identification of a potential mission
through to the execution and redeployment of troops from the theatre of operations.
STANAG 2583 assumes the identification and involvement of an EP Officer at the
appropriate levels to advise planners and guide the development of mission EP
documents, such as the EMS.
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The NATO EMS structure as presented in the STANAG roughly follows the PLANDO-CHECK-ACT (PDCA) model with adjustments for the military context. The process
includes a phase of environmental planning, followed by the promulgation of the
Commanders Enviornmental Intent (i.e. Environmental Policy), establishment of the EP
management structure, the setting of ‘SMART’ objectives, the development of control
measures, and performance measurement. The guidance on the latter requirement
does not specify the completion of specific documents. Instead, the STANAG simply
notes that “performance evaluations” can be completed at different organizational
levels, namely strategic, tactical, unit and subject-specific. Note that in this document,
the use of the term ‘evaluation’ is believed to mean ‘assessment’ or ‘inspection’ rather
than a formal program Evaluation in the sense discussed in this paper. In accordance
with this guidance, the mission Commander is responsible to establish questions and
protocols for the ‘evaluation,’ which would be applied without changes by the individual
TCNs. TCNs are also expected to complete their own national reviews as applicable.
Results are to be reported back to the misison Commander.
The STANAG also discusses risk assessment and items for consideration in the
EMS for various stages of military camp development, including the interim, long-term
and site transfer/closure phases. Interestingly, the EMS is not expected to be fully
implemented until the ‘long term stage’ of the operation, that is the stage in which the
mission has reached a ‘steady state,’ which contradicts the focus on including this
process in the early planning stages of the mission. For the closure/transfer stage, the
onus for actions is placed on the TCNs to complete the reviews and clean-up of their
camp locations.
Overall, the supporting NATO EP documents provide some amplification to the
requirements presented in the framework EP policies. However, by virtue of being
issued as STANAGs, these documents only present voluntary requirements for adoption
by the NATO member nations. Moreover, caveats embedded in the documents further
dilute their application. Another potential problem is the level at which these
documents are aimed, namely EP Officers and planners at the operational or tactical
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level who may not always be able to implement some of the requirements of
meaninglfully influence the process once the mission is underway. Finally, ongoing
monitoring and evaluation are also missing from the guidance.

3.5 Chapter Conclusion
NATO Environmental Protection policy, doctrine and standards were developed
in response to growing environmental concern within NATO member nations to protect
the environment during military missions. Although the development of the policy
suite follows established NATO procedures for the preparation of these documents, the
process for identifying policy needs and interventions is left to the NATO EPWG, which
conducts its work using a consensus-based approach. The resulting documents establish
comprehensive guidelines for the implementation of the program at the operational and
tactical levels, but caveats and voluntary adoption dilute their application. Moreover, in
addition to some logic conflicts in terms of roles and responsibilities, there are several
assumptions on how implementation will work which do not reflect how operations are
planned and executed. For instance, the policies assume adoption of the NATO
standards by TCNs into their national level policies, doctrines and procedures, as well as
interaction between NATO and the TCNs at various levels of command; however, the
degree to which this happens is not known. Instead of one common set of standards
applying at the theatre level, there may in effect be two ‘silos’ of EP guidance being
implemented, which in a multinational mission can mean multiple requirements in
effect at any given time or location.
Absent from the NATO EP framework policies and supporting documents is clear
accountability for EP and a program of monitoring and evaluation, particularly at the
policy level. Ultimately, how the NATO defines ‘success’ in terms of environmental
protection for its policies and its mission is not known.
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CHAPTER 4 – THE ISAF MISSION AND ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION PROGRAM
The aim of this chapter is to situate the ISAF mission in terms of its history and
general structure, before describing the elements of the ISAF EP program. At the
conclusion of the chapter, the main attributes of the ISAF EP program to be analysed in
this study will be presented.

4.1 A Background to Afghanistan
The Islamic Republic of Afghanistan is a rugged, landlocked country located in
Central Asia, which is bordered by Pakistan to the south and east; China, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan to the north; and Iran to the west (figure 3) (CIA, 2016).
The northern and eastern portions of the country is dominated by the Hindu Kush
mountain range, while the southern and western portions of the country are covered by
plains. The climate is arid to semi-arid, resulting in cold winters and hot summers (CIA,
2016).
Over 33 million people live in
Afghanistan; and approximately 4.5 million
of these live in the capital city of Kabul (CIA,
2016). The population of the country is
divided into several ethnic groups, of which
Pashtun, Tajik, Hazara, and Uzbek are the
most prominent (CIA, 2016). Stunted
economic and social development resulting
from over 40 years of conflict have had a
profound effect on the people of the
country. Average life expectancy at birth is

Figure 3 Map of the Islamic Republic of
Afghanistan (source: CIA, 2016)

51 years, which is among the lowest in the world (CIA, 2016). Literacy remains a
challenge, with only 38% of the total population considered literate; and approximately
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36% of the population is estimated to live below the poverty line (defined as less than
$1USD per day) (CIA, 2016).
Afghanistan is predominantly agricultural, with over three-quarters of the
population classified as rural (CIA, 2016). However, the country is rapidly urbanizing,
which will put increasing stress on urban infrastructure and services in the main cities in
the coming years (CIA, 2016). Notwithstanding the modest growth in the country’s
economy as agriculture and other sectors recover, Afghanistan is still highly dependent
on foreign aid. Indeed, over $83 billion (US dollars) was pledged by donors to support
the country between 2003-2015 (CIA, 2016).
The natural geographic and climactic characteristics of Afghanistan make it highly
prone to natural disasters. Floods, heat waves, drought, earthquakes, landslides and
avalanches threaten 60% of the population and affect over 200,000 each year (UNEP,
2016). These numbers do not count the impact of human conflicts that have occurred in
the region over the past 40 years (e.g., the Soviet occupation in the 1980s, the Taliban
regime in the 1990s, ISAF and OEF missions in the 2000s). The country is still one of the
most heavily mined nations in the world, and its people continue to suffer from the
hazards posed by explosive remnants of war (UNMACA, 2016). Conflict has also
destroyed the physical infrastructure across the country, including roads, bridges,
power, and water and sanitation. Moreover, these conditions have contributed to the
environmental degradation in the country, which further taxes local resources.
Deforestation, overgrazing, and pollution are among the main concerns (CIA, 2016).
Services, where they exist, are rudimentary at best. For instance, Kabul does not have a
municipal sewerage system; nor an engineered landfill site to service its growing
population (UNEP, 2003).
Socially, four decades of war have resulted in mass displacement of the
population. According to UNHCR (2013), over 5 million refugees have repatriated in the
past 10 years, although almost 3 million remain in exile. Moreover, over 425,000
Afghans are estimated to be internally displaced (UNHCR, 2013). Reintegrating and
settling these individuals, particularly given the problems with land ownership and
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property rights, will remain a considerable challenge for the nation over the coming
years.

4.2 The ISAF Mission
4.2.1 Mission History
In December 2001, growing concern within the international community with
the Taliban regime in Afghanistan and its support for terrorist activities such as the 9/11
attacks on the United States led the United Nations (UN) Security Council to issue UN
Security Resolution 1386 (NATO, 2015). The resolution created the International
Security Assistance Force (ISAF), which had as its mandate to assist the Government of
the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (GIRoA) with maintaining security in the Afghan
capital Kabul and its immediate surrounding area following the ousting of the Taliban
regime by the US and its coalition partners under the US-led Operation Enduring
Freedom (OEF) (Cimbala & Forster, 2010; Kingsley, 2015; NATO, 2015). Notwithstanding
its UN mandate, the ISAF mission was not a UN force per se (NATO, 2015). As such, UN
policies, such as UN policies and programs for environmental protection, did not apply
to the ISAF. The UN Security Council would subsequently issue 17 more mandates in
support of the ISAF over the lifetime of the mission (NATO, 2015).
The early International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) was primarily a peace
and stabilization mission, which focused on establishing a secure space for the fledgling
Afghan government, with the assistance of the international community, to rebuild the
country and its institutions after 30 years of conflict. The ISAF mission was staffed on a
roughly six-month rotating basis by 18 Troop Contributing Nations (TCNs), such as the
United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, and Turkey, and consisted of a total military
force of approximately 4,000 personnel (Cimbala & Forster, 2010; Kingsley, 2015). The
US also continued to operate the OEF as a parallel mission independent of the ISAF; a
situation that would continue until the end of the ISAF mission in 2014 (Kingsley, 2015).
Of note in this early period of the ISAF mission was the preparation of the
Military Technical Agreement (MTA) between the ISAF Commander and the Afghan
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Transitional Authority in January 2002 (NATO, 2015). This document constituted the
legal agreement with the Afghan authorities for the deployment of ISAF troops in the
country, and included important provisions for freedom of movement of military
personnel both into and within the country, immunity of ISAF personnel from arrest or
detention, and exemption from customs, taxation and liability for damages (ISAF, 2010).
This last provision would have important implications for the ISAF Environmental
Protection (EP) program, as it effectively eliminated the legal liability of ISAF forces for
environmental damages caused by their activities on Afghan soil. In other words, ISAF
was exempt from compliance with Afghan environmental law, which placed greater
reliance on ISAF’s environmental policy as the main mechanism to support EP. The MTA
would remain in effect until the ISAF mission ended in 2014.
By 2003, the frequent rotation of leadership established under the initial ISAF
structure was hampering the delivery of the ISAF mission, and it was recognized that a
more stable military leadership structure, including a more permanent ISAF
headquarters presence in Afghanistan, was required (Kingsley, 2015; NATO, 2015). In
April 2003, the UN and the GIRoA requested that NATO assume command of the ISAF
mission, to which the NATO acquiesced almost immediately (Kingsley, 2015, NATO,
2015).
From August 2003 to December 2014, the NATO led the ISAF mission in
Afghanistan (NATO, 2015). This initiative represented a significant departure for the
NATO, which heretofore was focused on security within Europe and was searching for
relevancy in the post-Cold War era. This new mission therefore marked a new
evolutionary phase in the alliance’s history (Kinglsey, 2015).
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International Security Assistance Force
Regional Commands & Major Units (>700 troops)

Figure 4 ISAF Placemat from August 2011 showing the location of the main ISAF facilities in Afghanistan (NATO,
2011)

A multinational NATO headquarters was established in Kabul from which ISAF
operations were directed. The mission had the same aim and purpose as before;
however, its geographic scope was soon expanded by the UN to cover the entire country
of Afghanistan (figure 4) (NATO, 2015). What ensued in the following three years was a
gradual expansion of military forces beyond the Kabul Region and into the regions to the
north (2004), to the west (mid 2005), to the south (mid 2006) and finally to the east
(late 2006) (NATO, 2015). The regions were each led by a Regional Command (RC) that
reported directly to the ISAF Commander (COMISAF) in Kabul. Several NATO member
nations agreed to lead these RCs (i.e. act as Lead Nation), a commitment that not only
included the provision of troops, but also of the construction and maintenance of the
supporting infrastructure (Kingsley, 2015). RC North was led by Germany; RC West was
led by Italy; RC South was led on a rotating basis by a tripartite of the UK, Canada and
the Netherlands; RC East was led by the US; and RC Capital was led at various times by
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France, Turkey and Italy (Kingsley, 2015). The RCs were responsible for directing and
coordinating the ISAF operations within their region, including the activities of other
TCN elements such as the Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs), which were focused
on delivering governance and reconstruction projects, and the Observer Mentoring and
Liaison Teams (OMLTs), which were focused on training of Afghan National Army
elements (Auerswald & Saideman, 2014; Kingsley, 2015).
Along with the growing area of responsibility came a gradual increase in ISAF
personnel, which effectively doubled to 20,000 troops over the period from 2004 to
2006 (NATO, 2015). Moreover, the number of participating nations also increased to 37
by 2006, to include troops from all the NATO member nations (there were 26 at the
time) as well as other ISAF partner nations (Kingsley, 2015). Not surprisingly, the amount
of infrastructure and equipment required to support these troops also increased. Under
NATO rules, TCNs were responsible for equipping, as well as constructing and
maintaining their own infrastructure for their activities and personnel, including
accommodations, office space and other support services. This applied whether the
TCN was running its own military camp (i.e. a single nation camp) or whether the TCN
was occupying space on a large multinational camp. The result was not only more
intensive development and use of established military camps, but also an increasingly
more complex mix of TCN and NATO controlled infrastructure and activities at any given
site. These effects would also translate into greater environmental risk and pressures
from more use of fuels and hazardous materials, more generation of solid and liquid
wastes, increased air emissions from generators and vehicles, and other effects.
Despite the expanded ISAF presence in the regions, by 2007 security conditions
within the country had degraded into a full-fledged insurgency (Cimbala & Forster, 2010;
NATO, 2015). ISAF responded by increasing its troop presence, particularly in the more
restive southern region, and by shifting its focus from stabilization to engaging more
directly in counter-insurgency (i.e. combat-focused) activities (Cimbala & Forster, 2010).
Troop population and participating nations increased steadily from 2007 to 2009, before
almost doubling again in early 2010 as a result of the US troop “surge” endorsed by then
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US President Obama (Cimbala & Forster, 2010). At its peak in 2011-2012, there were
approximately 130,000 troops from 51 Troop Contributing Nations (TCNs) supporting
the ISAF mission in Afghanistan (figure 5) (NATO, 2015).
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Figure 5 ISAF Troop Numbers: 2007-2014. Compiled from ISAF Placemat Figures
(http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/107995.htm)

It should be noted that the troop numbers tracked by the ISAF from 2007-2014 is
not comprehensive. For instance, it does not reflect the number of other participants,
such as contractors, who were brought into the country by ISAF and its TCNs to support
activities ranging from construction and operation of military camps to the provision of
expert support for training, logistics, security and other specialized services. No
accounting for the total number of contractors employed by all TCNs participating in the
ISAF mission appears to exist; these numbers would need to be compiled from each TCN
if available. However, as an example of the potential scale of this population, the US
Department of Defense (DoD) alone maintained an average of over 85,000 contractors
in Afghanistan to support ISAF and OEF over the period from September 2007 to March
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2013, with the number peaking as high as 117,000 in 2012 (Schwartz & Church, 2013).
Indeed, DoD contractors outnumbered US troops in the country over that period by an
average of 1.36 to 1 (Schwartz & Church, 2013). This example indicates that the actual
number of people who worked in support of the ISAF mission, and who in turn required
logistic and other support while in the country and thus, contributed to the
environmental footprint of the mission, is likely several times higher than the simple
troop numbers tracked by ISAF. It also underscores the complexity of the
environmental structure for EP, since contractors were mostly nationally-managed
assets and were bound only to the contracted obligations established by the client
nation. The terms of their contracts may or may not have included compliance to NATO
and/or ISAF EP policies.
Among the 51 participating TCNs at that time were NATO member and partner
nations, but also a growing number of external coalition partners, such as Mongolia,
Jordan and Singapore (NATO, 2011). TCN contribution ranged from as few as two
personnel (Iceland’s contribution in 2011) to several thousand personnel, as was the
case for the contingents supplied by Germany, Italy and the US (NATO, 2011).
Notwithstanding the increase in non-NATO TCNs, Kingsley (2015) notes that NATO
member nations still supplied just over half of the forces to the ISAF mission by mid
2012. However, this percentage had declined from the roughly 75% NATO member
representation in 2006 (Kingsley, 2015). Given that the main EP policy doctrine and
supporting guidance in NATO only apply to NATO member nations that have ratified the
documents, this decline meant that the NATO and ISAF EP policies effectively applied to
only half the TCNs in theatre towards the end of the mission.
In addition to running counter-insurgency operations, as the mission continued
the ISAF took on a greater role in training and mentoring of the Afghan National Security
Forces (ANSF), which included both Afghan military and police forces (NATO, 2015). The
NATO Training Mission – Afghanistan (NTM-A) was established in 2009 and was the
cornerstone of the plan to gradually transition responsibility for security to the Afghan
government and to withdraw foreign troops from the country by 2014 as per the Lisbon
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Summit Declaration of 2010 (NATO, 2010). This role became more important for the
ISAF after 2011 as the mission moved towards is conclusion (NATO, 2015).
By 2011, the ISAF also began to focus increasingly on closing out its operations in
the country (NATO, 2015). Political and public sentiment in troop contributing nations
and within Afghanistan had increasingly turned against a continued international
military presence in the country. The Netherlands was the first NATO member partner
to pull out of the mission in 2010, followed by Canadian combat troops in 20118
(Kingsley, 2015). The period from 2012-2014 saw the closure of hundreds of military
facilities across the country and the redeployment of troops and equipment to home
nations (pers.obs). This period also saw a greater focus on environmental clean-up as
TCNs dealt with legacy contamination from their activities prior to the handover of
property back to the Afghan government (pers.obs).
The ISAF mission ended in December 2014. By then, the NATO had led the ISAF
mission for 11 of its 13 years. The NATO continues to retain a presence in Afghanistan
through its Resolute Support Mission (RSM). This ‘new’ mission is entirely focused on
the provision of training, advice and assistance to the ANSF.
4.2.2 ISAF Command Structure
The ISAF command structure followed a typical military hierarchical chain of
command. Figure 6 illustrates the general structure in place for ISAF after 2009.
At the strategic level, military direction and guidance for the ISAF mission was
issued in the form of the Operational Plan (OPLAN) from the NATO’s Supreme
Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE), which is in Mons, Belgium. The strategic
direction was then transformed into the more specific OPLAN 30302 by Joint Force
Command (JFC) Brunssum (ISAF, 2013), which was the operational command for the
ISAF mission located in the Netherlands. This direction was then passed into the theatre
of operations to the ISAF Commander (COMISAF) in Kabul, who in turn issued OPLAN
8

Canada would continue to supply troops until early 2014, albeit on a smaller scale, to
assist with the mentoring and training of the ANA troops.
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38302 to his subordinate organizations (ISAF, 2013). Prior to 2009, the COMISAF issued
tactical direction directly to the Regional Commands. However, due to the increased
focus on counter-insurgency operations in the latter half of the mission, a new
subordinate headquarters to ISAF HQ, the Intermediate Joint Command (IJC), was
created in 2009 (Kingsley, 2015). By delegating the coordination of military operations
in the regions to the IJC, which was situated at the Kabul International Airport North
(KAIA-N) site in Kabul, the COMISAF and his staff could focus on the more ‘strategic’

Joint Command (IJC) – one of three subordinate commands under the COMISAF (see Figure 7.8
below).102

issues facing the mission in theatre. Regional Commands were responsible to
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Figure 6 ISAF Chain of Command (from Kingsley (2015), p.166)

Figure 7.8 – ISAF Chain of Command: The military chain of command for security forces within the NATO-led
ISAF coalition.

Although the ISAF command structure appears relatively simple, in reality the
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troops on the ground. Notwithstanding their placement within the ISAF structure, the
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The ISAF mission objective in each of the Regional Command sectors via the designated Lead
Nations is, as overall within the Afghan theatre, to ‘provide a secure environment for sustainable

military commands. Moreover, regional elements such as the Provincial Reconstruction
Teams (PRTs), were comprised of a combination of TCN military personnel as well as
civilian personnel, often from national development agencies (Kingsley, 2015). The
civilian personnel would obtain direction and guidance from their own national
headquarters, and so were also not responsive to the ISAF chain of command.
Therefore, while the COMISAF officially had command of all ISAF operations in theatre,
there was effectively a parallel national chain of command that also controlled or
influenced the activities for each of the TCNs on the ground. Indeed, coordination of
the mission between the ISAF Chain of Command and the various TCNs and their
national elements would prove to be one of the major challenges faced by the ISAF
overall (Auerswald & Sideman, 2014). As Auerswald & Sideman (2014) explain, “[...] for
most of the mission [...], each country managed its own battle space with relatively little
regard for how others were running their [Area of Operations] – each country was
fighting its own war” (p.47). This would have particular implications for the
implementation of the NATO EP program, given that under NATO EP policy, EP is a
national responsibility.

4.2.3 ISAF Resources
The process of resourcing the ISAF mission followed the established NATO
process for Crisis Response Operations (CROs). Resourcing is divided into three principal
components, namely staffing, equipment and funding.
In terms of staffing and equipment, the NATO establishes a Concept of
Operations (CONOPS) at the strategic level which defines the basic requirements to
support the mission (NATO, 2016). NATO member countries then identify what
capabilities they will contribute to the mission, as well as confirm the terms on which
those capabilities can be used (i.e. national caveats) (NATO, 2016). The organization
created by the NATO for a CRO is termed the NATO Crisis Establishment (CE) (pers.obs.).
In terms of funding, the ISAF mission was funded by a combination of NATO
Common Funding (CF) and national contributions. As the name implies, NATO CF is a
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common fund into which all 28 member nations to the NATO contribute based on a
cost-share formula (NATO, 2015). NATO CF is then used to finance requirements that
serve the interests of all nations, including the funding for the NATO headquarters and
related support services (NATO, 2015). NATO CF for projects can also be approved on
an ad hoc basis; however, this is done at the NATO political level in Brussels by the
North Atlantic Council (NATO, 2015). Notwithstanding the need for common funding,
the NATO operates by the “Over and Above” rule, meaning that NATO CF will be used
only when the requirement is over and above what NATO member nations could be
reasonably expected to provide on their own (NATO, 2015). A related concept is the
‘Minimum Military Requirement,’ which has been defined as: “the most austere facility
requirement to fulfill a NATO military need identified by the NATO military authorities”
(NATO, 2014). The practical result is that NATO CF is approved for a very specific and
limited subset of activities. Nations are responsible to fund any expenses for their own
TCN-specific operations and facilities, including the provision and support of their troops
while deployed on operations.

4.2.4 ISAF Bases
NATO CF was used to establish and operate the ISAF Headquarters and the Kabul
International Airport North (KAIA-N) camps, both located in Kabul. NATO CF was also
used to support specific elements of the various Regional Commands, such as the
facilities and equipment used by the RC headquarters at the Kandahar Airfield, as well as
‘common’ facilities such as airport operations and certain medical facilities. Generally,
all other infrastructure, equipment and services on a camp were funded by the nations.
The NATO CF bases were effectively stand-alone facilities that included all the
required services to support their populations, such as accommodations, administrative
and office locations, dining and recreation facilities, maintenance and storage areas, fuel
storage, power generation, water and wastewater treatment, and in the case of KAF,
solid waste treatment. KAIA-N and KAF also included airfield activities, such as hangars
and passenger terminals. In the case of the ISAF HQ site, which was established at the
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mission headquarters since the mission began in 2003, the relatively small and fixed
footprint (less than 0.5-km2) meant very intensive development at the site. In the 2008
Environmental Baseline Study (EBS) for the site, the population was listed at 1,800
personnel, but by the 2015 EBS Update the population had increased to over 2,100.
The KAIA-N site was established in 2009 and was somewhat larger in area than ISAF HQ,
but was also intensively developed. By the 2015 EBS Update, the resident population
was over 4,500 at the site. KAF was much bigger yet, and faced similar growth concerns
over the study period. The 2008 EBS for KAF lists the population at around 12,000, but
the population swelled to over 30,000 by 2012 (pers.obs.). Also during that period, the
base was expanded several times, particularly towards the south, to accommodate new
activities and the growing population (pers.obs.).
From an environmental perspective, the largest risks at the NATO CF sites were
primarily related to fuel spills and waste management activities (pers.obs.). The relative
degree of this risk varied depending on the site and the specific site conditions.

4.3 ISAF EP Program
In theory, the ISAF always had an EP program; however, as will be demonstrated
in this section, the program did not gain traction until the ISAF Environmental Protection
Officer (EPO) position was created in 2007. The following section introduces the
program and present specific elements of the program based on documentation, Key
Informant interviews, and personal observations by the researcher.
4.3.1 ISAF EP Staffing
The first dedicated ISAF Environmental Protection Officer (EPO)9 position for the
mission was created sometime in 2007 at the ISAF HQ in Kabul. Up until that time, the
9

The position held various titles over the years. For instance, the position has been
referred to as the Staff Officer Environmental Policy and the Environmental Protection
Specialist. The term “Environmental Protection Officer” will be used in this document to
refer to this position.
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EP tasks had been delegated as a secondary duty to a military engineer at the ISAF HQ
(pers.obs.).
In accordance with MC 469, which recognizes EP as an engineer function, the
ISAF EPO position was placed within the Combined Joint Engineer (CJENG) section and
reported to the CJ Engineer (a Colonel or OF-5), who in turn reported to the Deputy
Chief of Staff (DCOS) Resources (a Brigadier-General or OF-6). The CJENG office was
responsible for coordinating infrastructure management on NATO CF camps, as well as
for monitoring and coordinating combat engineer activities (e.g. mine clearance, road
construction, bridge repair) throughout the theatre of operations. This latter task was
moved to the IJC from ISAF HQ in 2009; after which time the ISAF HQ CJENG office
concentrated primarily on infrastructure issues (pers.obs).
The ISAF EPO position was included in the NATO Crisis Establishment (CE), and
therefore was an official ISAF position; however, rather than being staffed by a military
member, the position was staffed by an International Civilian Consultant (ICC). As the
name implies, ICCs were civilian staff (i.e. non-military) who were hired on contract for a
minimum of one year to provide specialist support to various military functions. Since
the ICC occupied a NATO CE post, he or she was considered part of the ISAF force and
therefore, subject to ISAF requirements, such as the Military Technical Agreement
discussed previously in this paper (ISAF, 2008). To be hired, the ISAF EPO had to be an
established environmental professional, which was defined by ISAF as a person holding
a post-secondary degree in environmental engineering or environmental science, and
having a minimum of five years of experience in advising senior leadership on
environmental issues, preferably within a military context (ISAF, 2008). The ISAF EPO
also had to be a citizen of a NATO member nation since the incumbent required a NATO
security clearance and access to NATO computer systems and records that were
otherwise inaccessible to non-NATO members (ISAF, 2008; pers.obs.). The ISAF EPO
position was graded as an ICC IIIB level, which was the second-highest level for ICCs in
theatre (ISAF, 2008).
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The rationale for staffing the position with an ICC vice a military member was not
documented in the reports reviewed, nor were Key Informants aware of the position’s
early history; however, during the researcher’s tenure at ISAF, it was suggested that the
decision was based on the recognition that NATO member nations did not have the
requisite environmental expertise within their ranks, and/or that TCNs were unwilling to
staff the position as it was a low-priority for them (pers.obs.). Indeed, EP is not a standalone trade or function in most NATO member militaries, which explains why the NATO
EP policy classifies the program as a subset of the engineer function (i.e. a task for a
military engineer). With regards to the priority of the position for TCNs, Auerswald &
Saideman (2014) note that during 2010-2011, there were approximately 8,000 unfilled
ISAF positions in Afghanistan, many of them critical to ISAF’s military operations. This
lends some support to the argument that the staffing of a single mission specialist
function at ISAF HQ, and then eventually at KAIA-N and KAF, would likely not be a high
priority for TCNs, even if the expertise was available in their ranks.
The EPO position at ISAF HQ would remain the sole full-time ISAF EP position in
Afghanistan until 2011, when similar EP positions were created and staffed at the Kabul
International Airport North (KAIA-N) and Kandahar Airfield (KAF). The creation of
dedicated EPO positions at subordinate headquarters is believed to have been initiated
in 2010 for both the Kandahar Airfield (KAF) and the Kabul International Airport North
(KAIA-N), as neither position existed prior to April 2010 and both positions were staffed
by mid-2011 (pers.obs.). As with the situation at ISAF HQ, up until that time the EPO
tasks were a secondary duty for a military engineer.
Both positions were embedded within the Engineer section of their respective
organizations. The tasks assigned to these positions were similar in scope to those of
the ISAF HQ EPO, although focused less on theatre-level issues and more specifically on
providing environmental support to the camp (pers.obs). These included tasks such as
dealing with camp-based raw water and wastewater treatment, solid waste, fuel
storage, spill response, hazardous waste management and air pollution, as well as
conducting inspections and creating related policy and procedures at the camp level
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(Delisle, 2012). The challenges associated with the base-level positions are described in
an interview given by one of the KAIA-N EPOs to Royal Roads University thusly:
“Challenges for me have been numerous: raising environmental awareness and
enforcing protocols among the multinational troops and contractors,
documenting all the problems and dealing with NATO bureaucracy, finding the
gaps and writing policy to close the gaps.” (Delisle, 2012)
It is important to note that neither of the subordinate positions reported directly
to the EPO at ISAF HQ; rather, the KAIA-N and KAF positions reported through their
chain of command to the local camp Commander (pers.obs., Key Informants). However,
the EPO at ISAF HQ was generally seen as the lead functional authority for NATO EP in
Afghanistan due to the position’s placement at the higher headquarters, and there was
some interaction between the ISAF HQ, KAF and KAIA-N EPOs to coordinate the program
at a technical level (pers.obs., Key Informant). This working relationship was reported by
Key Informants to have worked quite well.
The EPO position at KAIA-N was occupied from May 2011 to April 2012; but the
position would remain vacant for over one year before being staffed again in the
summer of 2013 (pers. obs.). The EPO position at KAF was occupied from September
2011 to December 2014 by the same incumbent (pers.obs.). The KAF EPO was therefore
the longest continuously serving EPO for the ISAF.
This latter point highlights that even with the reliance on professional civilian
‘consultants’ to occupy the post, continuity within ISAF EPO position remained a
challenge over the seven years the position was in existence. Table 1 lists the main
periods during which the ISAF EPOs at ISAF HQ were employed. The table shows that
most ISAF EPOs rotated after one year, which was the minimum length of the ICC
contract; and there was always at least a two-month gap between staff postings. In
total, the position was vacant for a combined period of about 15 months in a 7-year
period, which represents almost 18% of the total time the position was in existence.
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Table 1: Staffing of ISAF EPO Position at ISAF HQ in Kabul, Afghanistan, from 2007-2014. Time
periods shown are approximate. Dates are based on data available from social media (e.g.
LinkedIn)

ISAF
EPO

TIME PERIOD

MONTHS
OCCUPIED

MONTHS VACANT

1

Early 2008-early 2009

12

--

2

April 2009 – March 2010

12

3

3

July 2010 – June 2011

12

4

4

August 2011 – July 2012

12

2

5

November 2012 – December 2013

14

4

6

February 2014 – December 2014

10

2

Based on this researcher’s observations, there are many potential reasons for
this gap, including:
•

Difficulty finding qualified professional staff to fill the position, and in
particular civilian staff willing and able to work with the military in a combat
zone;

•

Lengthy hiring process with the potential for delays, such as the need obtain
prior medical and security clearance before deploying;

•

Transportation delays preventing on-time entry into theatre;

•

Staffing rules preventing two people from occupying the same position at the
same time, thereby preventing overlap and handover of duties;

•

Employment of staff on leave from existing jobs, thereby limiting extension
of the contracts. For instance, four EPOs are known to have taken short-term
leave from their existing positions in the government sector of their home
nations to work for ISAF in Afghanistan (Delisle, 2011; pers.obs.).

Although the appointment of qualified civilian staff was important to the
program, the frequent rotation of staff created problems for program implementation,
in terms of ensuring continuity and consistency in the work; and contributed to
inefficiency since each new incumbent required a period of orientation as he or she
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became familiar with the mission, the EP program and their tasks (pers.obs., Key
Informants).
Another a key observation raised by Key Informants was that the placement of
the EPO position within the engineer branch was an “awkward fit.” Even though EP is
“When I arrived the
Chief Engineer didn’t
know really what to do
with me, and then left
it up to [another EPO]
to give me direction.”
-Key Informant

assigned as an engineer function in NATO policy, two
Key Informants noted that their engineers did not seem
to understand the role of the EP position, and were
uncertain how to integrate the EPO into the office tasks.
Cultural differences in the understanding of the EP role
do not seem to be a factor, as the same experience was

reported both when the Chief Engineer originated from a nation with known strong EP
standards and when the Chief Engineer didn’t. This lack of awareness of the EP role
meant the Chief Engineer was not able to provide
orientation on the program status to the incoming
EPO, or indeed any detailed direction on program
management. The incoming EPO was therefore on his
or her own, and had to rely on other sources for
guidance on the program. In terms of day-to-day tasks,
one Key Informant noted that unless an engineer task
had a clear EP component, he was not involved. As

“When I got [to theatre]
I reported to the Colonel
(...) of the CJ engineers,
and (...) the very first
thing he said to me was ‘I
have no idea what to do
with you.’ So that told me
that maybe I wasn’t at
the right place.”
-Key Informant

noted by another Key Informant, the position seemed
like an arbitrary “add-on” to the engineer function. Even though Key Informants did not
suggest to remove the position from the engineer organization, one Key Informant
noted he would have been better placed with planning and properties staff, as this was
more in line with the planning focus of the EP position.
Overall, staffing of the ISAF EP position was successful, however staffing was
hampered by continuity issues and the lack of awareness and support for the position
within the engineers.
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4.3.2 ISAF EPO Tasks
According to the ISAF EPO Job Description from 2008, among the tasks assigned
to the incumbent was the development and update of ISAF Environmental Policies; the
conduct of compliance inspections and audits of ISAF facilities; the coordination of the
Joint Environmental Management Board (JEMB); the conduct of Environmental Baseline
Studies and the development of Environmental Assessments for infrastructure projects;
and, the coordination on behalf of the ISAF of environmental issues with the
Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (ISAF, 2008). This job description
made no reference to the overarching NATO EP policies in effect at the time; nor did it
limit the scope of the services to NATO CF elements only. In theory, the position as
described would set policy, inspect, assess and otherwise support all ISAF activities
across the whole of theatre, including those managed by TCNs.
Notwithstanding the lack of references to the NATO EP policies, the job
description did address from a practical – albeit very vague - perspective many of the
Commander’s responsibilities noted in MC 469 and STANAG 7141, namely: preparation
of direction and guidance on EP requirements; coordination of EP program between
ISAF and TCNs; assessment of military activities and identification of mitigation
measures; conduct of monitoring and corrective actions; and coordination and
engagement with the Host Nation on EP issues. However, a notable omission in the ISAF
EPO duties was the coordination of training and awareness. The omission may reflect
the fact training and awareness are primarily a TCN responsibility under MC 469 and
STANAG 7141. However, under STANAG 7141, Commanders are also required to
‘promote awareness’ on EP issues, which implies awareness training in theatre. This
highlights a conflict in the policy expectations in terms of the extent to which the
COMISAF was responsible for the provision of training and awareness on ISAF EP
measures to troops once in Afghanistan.
It should also be noted that the tasks assigned the ISAF EPO in the job
description were heavily focused on infrastructure development and military camp
operations, as well as on activities conducted or managed by the CJENG (i.e. the
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engineers). These activities are typically associated with some of the highest
environmental risk on operations, and therefore there were some synergies to be
leveraged by co-locating the position within that organization. However, this focus
could also limit the perception of the position as being a position ‘by and for’ engineers,
and not as support to the other functional staffs that may also be conducting activities
with an environmental impact (e.g. logistics, medical) for which the COMISAF would
ultimately be responsible. Indeed, Key Informants report they had limited interaction
with branches outside the organization. Moreover, beyond engagement with the Host
Nation on EP issues related to infrastructure development, the job description does not
describe the role of the ISAF EPO position in advising the COMISAF on more strategic
environmental issues facing the mission in theatre, as is expected in MC 469. Even in
terms of external engagement, Key Informants and reports indicate that there was
interaction between the EPO and the Afghan National Environmental Protection Agency
(NEPA), the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the World Bank and other
groups in the country, but it often focused on issues other than infrastructure, such as
waste management and water quality concerns (pers.obs.). Therefore, the
infrastructure focus in the job description did not accurately reflect the full scope of the
work conducted by the EPO in theatre.
4.3.3 ISAF EP Program Coordination
The NATO EP policies call for the provision of qualified environmental advice at
all levels of the organization, which in addition to the EP positions in theatre, would also
include the strategic and operational headquarters at SHAPE and JFC Brunssum,
respectively. However, the only full-time dedicated EP position within the NATO
structure during the study period was the position at SHAPE in Belgium, two levels up
the Chain of Command from ISAF HQ, which was staffed by a military engineer within
the engineer branch (pers.obs., Key Informant). There was no dedicated EPO at the JFC
Brunssum level; this position was a secondary duty for a military engineer in the
engineer branch (pers.obs., Key Informant). It should also be noted that the military
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positions at higher headquarters also rotated occasionally, albeit on a less frequent
basis (on average every 2 years). Therefore, there was dedicated environmental support
at the strategic level and the tactical level, but not at the operational level in between.
Based on the documentation reviewed and the recollection of Key Informants,
the level of involvement of the higher levels of command in the coordination of the ISAF
EP program was limited. Generally, the coordination of the program between the
various levels of command was limited to the passage of documents for ‘information’
purposes only. In terms of reporting, the only
formal communication requirement down the
chain of command was the issuance of the
OPLAN EP guidance at each level. From ISAF up
the chain of command it was the reporting of
significant incidents such as large fuel spills, and
the forwarding of EP documentation such as EBS
reports and other reviews as per ISAF SOP 10520
(ISAF, 2013). Key Informants did say that higher
headquarters were included on the distribution

“I had to do a lot of the work
on my own, because I just
didn’t have the support. [...]
Because I was new, I had to
spend a lot of time
understanding the context
before I could even begin to
settle in. And without any real
support I essentially created
my own destiny. Nobody
really challenged me, it
seemed like nobody really
cared.”

of theatre-based procedures and reports;

– Key Informant

however, several noted that they rarely received
feedback from higher headquarters on those documents.
As far as the provision of communication and guidance between the levels, this
was also limited. One Key Informant noted that he may have communicated with higher
commands “once or twice” during his year-long posting, while another Key Informant
recalled he had very limited communication on technical issues with the SHAPE EPO,
and virtually no communication with the JFC Brunssum level. Generally, communication
up and down the chain of command was reported to be infrequent and ad hoc.
This lack of communication was reported as a major source of frustration by
several Key Informants, and also as “critical error” in the implementation of the
program. Key Informants reported that they could have used more guidance and
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support from the higher levels, particularly upon their arrival in theatre to get oriented
to the program. Indeed, one Key Informant reported that he felt he lost six months of
productivity due to the lack of support, which reduced the overall effectiveness of the
position. Several Key Informants said they felt they were left to figure the program out
on their own, including finding and interpreting the NATO policy documents, and
understanding the structure of the ISAF mission and the bounds of their positions. This
was exacerbated by the fact that there was a lengthy gap between incumbents, and
therefore no handover of duties, and that the receiving organization (i.e. the engineer
office in theatre) seemed unable to assist with
“Nobody even knew who I
was. Towards the end I got
the hang of it. I was on
these committees. I got a
lot of ‘Jesus, I wish I’d
known six months ago you
were there. You could have
helped us with X or you
could have helped us with
Y.’”
-

Key Informant

orientation to the program. The result was that
there was no in-theatre program support available
to the ISAF EPOs (other than from each other when
their postings overlapped), and very little reported
support from higher levels of command.
Another aspect related to coordination was
the relationship of the EPO with other functional
staffs (i.e. horizontally in the organization), such as
logistics and medical, and with the TCNs in theatre.

Again, the documentary evidence of this coordination is limited. Only ISAF SOP 10520
addresses the roles and responsibilities of other parties in the EP program, however
interaction with these parties was not strictly mandated. Key Informants do note that
they worked with other groups, but learning who the other groups were and
establishing a relationship with them often took time. Synergies between EP and other
groups were therefore reduced, thereby reducing the impact of the position.
Similarly, most of the EBS reports do not include references to reports or
documents produced by TCNs, which indicates that any reports or inspections produced
by them were likely not shared with ISAF as per the NATO EP policy requirement.
Moreover, Key Informants and this researcher observed that the communication with
the TCN environmental representatives was very limited. Coordination of the program
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between ISAF and TCNs is therefore believed to have been quite low over the study
period. The conclusion is that the ISAF EP program was effectively ‘stand-alone,’ and
that from a practical perspective, it was mostly directed at managing NATO CF activities
and not at coordinating EP for all mission activities in theatre.

4.3.4 ISAF EP Funding
No dedicated NATO funding was provided to support the ISAF EP program over
the period of this study beyond the salary and related real-life support for the ISAF
EPOs, such as accommodations, transportation
and workspaces (pers.obs., Key Informants).
Despite reported frustration by Key Informants
with accessing funds for simple equipment, this
lack of dedicated funding does not appear to
have significantly hindered the implementation
of the program at ISAF. When funding was
required to support a specific environmental

“Resources ... We had none.
No budget. I remember
trying to get a shovel. Lots of
layers of bureaucracy and
justification on why I need a
shovel; and in the meantime
there was a billion dollars of
fuel being flown in every
day.”
- Key Informant

project that went beyond local funding
allowances (i.e. funding from the in-theatre budget), a funding request was made
through the ISAF Operational Resources Requirement Board (IORRB), a decision-making
body attended by the senior leaders of all functional staffs at the ISAF HQ (pers.obs.).
This request was vetted by the IORRB in theatre, then again by similar boards operated
by each higher level of command until it ultimately reached the North Atlantic Council
(NAC) in Brussels. Once approved by the NAC, the funding would be delegated to the
organization responsible for implementing the project. Often, this would be the NATO
Support and Procurement Agency (NSPA), which is based in Europe, but which had
project managers in theatre (pers.obs.). It cannot be confirmed whether the NSPA
Project Managers assigned to the environmental projects had environmental specialist
backgrounds.
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In terms of the limitations to funding, in accordance with the NATO CF rules,
NATO CF could only be used for environmental projects that were directly in support of
NATO CF sites or resulting from NATO CF activities. It was therefore necessary to
attribute each element of the project to justify the funding request to NATO, a task that
was sometimes difficult when it came to
identifying sources of spills on multinational
sites (pers.obs.) Moreover, NATO CF would only
fund the Minimum Military Requirement
(MMR). The problem with the MMR concept for
the EP program is that it precludes the funding
of best practice or other ‘state of the art’
options for environmental protection. Finally,
NATO CF could not be used for ‘nation building’
activities. This limitation has historically been

“What I found as a barrier is
that EP is not an operational
priority, so it’s hard to get
top management attention,
or if you get their attention
you need to get their
commitment. Well, you
know that you have their
commitment when they also
give you money or resources.
That’s the proof of the
pudding.”
-

Key Informant

used to discourage NATO member nations from
using NATO CF to support their own development projects or activities in their home
nations. However, in the case of ISAF, NATO CF for any environmental project ‘outside
the wire’ (i.e. not within the boundaries of a NATO CF camp) was not likely to be
supported unless it had a direct operational impact on the ISAF.
Notwithstanding the challenges involved with using NATO CF, this funding was
used successfully to fund projects such as the clean-up of select fuel spills on the KAIA-S
property prior to returning the property to the GIRoA (pers.obs.). Based on a memo
from the Deputy Chief of Staff Support at JFC Brunssum to his counterpart at SHAPE
from June 2008, NATO CF project funding was also requested to conduct various
environmental studies, such as the 2008/2009 Environmental Baseline Studies of the
KAIA-S, KAIA-N and KAF military bases. Notably, that memo refers to an increase in the
scope to the KAIA-S EBS project, which was initiated in May 2006, and which was slated
for implementation in “late-2008.” Implementation of that project therefore appears to
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have taken over 2 years to initiate, which indicates that the time needed to implement a
project in theatre could sometimes be lengthy.
The lack of dedicated EP program funding did not mean that EP was not
resourced in other ways or by other programs. Effectively, the responsibility for
resourcing various activities was delegated to the TCN and/or the functional authority
for the activity. For instance, the Environmental Baseline Study (EBS) for the Kandahar
Airfield from September 2008 notes that sampling of effluent treatment plant
operations was included within the system’s operation and maintenance contracts.
Although this approach placed the onus on the persons or organizations managing the
risk or the activity, which is consistent with the ‘polluter pays’ principle, as well as with
the NATO EP policies’ delegation of responsibility for EP to the NATO member nations, it
also made oversight of the program problematic due to the number and variety of
potential funding sources, each with their own rules; and the differences in resource
level available to each group (pers.obs.). It would also lead to confusion on the ground
as to who was responsible to resource and implement certain activities. As stated in the
Environmental Baseline Study for Camp HQ RS (RS, 2015), which documented the
condition of the ISAF HQ camp as the ISAF mission ended and transitioned to the
NATO’s Resolute Support (RS) mission in early 2015:
“All contractors on site seem to point towards the fire service, whenever the
word ‘spill’ is mentioned, which they think negates them from their
responsibilities to prevent spills in the first place and clean up their own mess
when a spill occurs” (p.57).
The report goes on to note that the fire service at the ISAF HQ camp was in fact
not contractually responsible to provide spill response support to other contractors on
the site; this was the responsibility of the individual contractors (RS, 2015). Due to the
funding restrictions on NATO CF, the ISAF EPO could not purchase equipment to
supplement differences in TCN or contractor supplies. The ISAF EPO could only
recommend that the responsible party take appropriate action (pers.obs.).
Overall, the lack of dedicated NATO CF funding for the ISAF EP program does not
appear to have significantly hindered program implementation by the ISAF EPOs. When
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funding was required, particularly for larger projects such as the conduct of EBS at larger
camps, it was requested through the existing NATO CF funding channels. Funding
appears to have been approved for those requests when they were made, but the
process was not always quick. However, the nature of the funding restrictions on NATO
CF and the delegation of responsibility for funding to the TCNs meant the ISAF EPO did
not have full oversight on capabilities or the ability to correct deficiencies when these
were identified.
4.3.5 ISAF EP Planning and Guidance
The most direct application of the NATO EP policies in ISAF can be found in the
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) produced by the ISAF EPOs.
Until 2012, the sole procedure on EP at the ISAF HQ level was ISAF Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP) 15020, Environmental Protection. This SOP was issued under
the authority of the Chief of Staff ISAF (COSISAF), and detailed the requirements for the
implementation of the EP program in theatre. According to the list of revisions on the
2013 version of this document, the first version of this SOP was promulgated in
November 2005. The SOP would be updated at approximately two-year intervals until
the end of the ISAF mission in 2014 (ISAF, 2013).
By the update in 2013, the SOP incorporated the requirements of the NATO
STANAGs 2581, 2582 and 2583 that were promulgated in 2011, and which it adopted as
standards for NATO CF sites. The SOP also referenced the Government of the Islamic
Republic’s Environmental Law, as well as its Environmental Impact Assessment
Regulations, as well as included a Commander ISAF Environmental Policy Statement and
template Environmental Baseline Study and Environmental Incident Report forms (ISAF,
2013). Other aspects included in the document are the identification of roles and
responsibilities, including the appointment of Unit-level EPOs at subordinate levels; the
establishment of Joint Environmental Management Boards at subordinate levels; the
inclusion of EP considerations in project funding processes and contracts; and the
preparation of Environmental Management Plans (EMPs). Also included is a section on
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‘Monitoring and Evaluation,’ which assigns requirements for periodic reviews of
conformance to local procedures and policies.
The increased focus on base closure in the last two years of the mission led the
ISAF EPO at the time to initiate the development of a second ISAF SOP focused on
environmental requirements for Base Closure. ISAF SOP 10611, Environmental
Standards for Base Closure/Transfer was formally promulgated by the COSISAF in June
2012. The SOP was updated a year later; which is the version used for this review. The
SOP established standards and guidance for environmental clean-up when departing
ISAF-consigned properties. As with ISAF SOP 10520, this document referred to the
supporting EP STANAGS for guidance on subject-specific issues, as well as US standards
for the OEF mission. During the update of the ISAF SOP 10611 in 2013, the procedure
was expanded to include guidance on issues not otherwise covered by the NATO EP
STANAGs, such as burn pit closure, well decommissioning and firing range closure
(pers.obs.).
SOPs on environmental protection were also developed at KAIA-N and at KAF
(pers.obs., Key Informants). The 2015 EBS Update for KAIA-N refers to “Spill SOP 411”;
“I would ask for Environmental
Management Plans from
various countries, and they
would just say ‘oh no’ or ‘oh
it’s in headquarters, and we’ll
have to get it for you.’
-Key Informant

however, copies of this or any of the other
documents were not available for review. The
focus of SOPs produced for KAIA-N and KAF would
have been on describing program requirements
for the camp and its occupants.
Beyond the SOPs, the documents available
do not indicate any other formal ISAF EP guidance

prepared in theatre other than the issuance of the OPLAN. For instance, no
Environmental Management System (EMS) or Environmental Management Plan (EMP) is
referenced in the documents for any of the study sites, despite both documents being
required by policy or required by the theatre-level directives. Moreover, the documents
reviewed do not reference documents provided by other TCNs, such as EMPS, EBS and
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other inspection reports. Indeed, one Key Informant noted that he never received
reports from TCNs despite having asked for them several times.
Although it is not mentioned in the documentation, this researcher’s observation
is that the communication of EP policies and
guidance documents between ISAF and TCNs
was hindered not just by the general absence of
EP personnel within the TCN organizations with
whom to coordinate information, but also by the
nature of the communication systems used by
ISAF and the TCNs. As noted previously, a NATO
security clearance was required to access NATO
computer systems. Non-NATO TCNs were not
eligible for access, and instead ran their own
national systems with their own security

“I never got those [reports from
TCNs], and I asked for them so
many times. [...] I had a heck of
time getting anything. I don’t
even know if I saw one. And it
should have been a concern for
NATO because that’s where their
liabilities are going to come,
right? If they left something
there, if they left some hazardous
waste there, and somebody gets
into it, somebody gets hurt.
Those are liabilities. Those are
things you should be concerned
about.

requirements. Specific security caveats on the

-Key Informant

documentation would often limit the ability of
personnel to transmit documents by certain means or to specific groups. Therefore,
even when one could identify a recipient for a document, transmitting the document
was often difficult, if not impossible, on the systems in place.
Overall, ISAF SOP 10520 and ISAF SOP 10611 appear to be comprehensive in
addressing the main policy requirements in MC 469 and STANAG 7141. The SOPs
establish the standards for theatre based on the supporting NATO EP documents, as
well as identify roles and responsibilities for implementation. The presence of these
document fulfills the requirement for the mission Commander to establish standards
and issue on EP in theatre. However, the absence of other guidance, such as EMPs and
an EMS, both from the NATO CF sites and from TCNs, indicate that not all the policy
expectations were met.

4.3.6 ISAF EP Oversight
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Based on the available documentation and reports from Key Informants, EP
Program oversight at the NATO CF sites was mostly focused on the conduct of
Environmental Baseline Studies and other site inspections. A listing of the documents
obtained for this review, as well as referenced studies found in these documents, is
provided in the table at Annex B, ISAF Inspection Reports.
The review of these documents highlights a few key points. First, the majority of
the studies provided for ISAF Headquarters and the KAIA-N site were completed by the
designated ISAF EPOs. The 2008 EBS for KAF was completed by a contractor, as was the
2009 EBS for the KAIA-N site. However, both these studies precede the appointment of
a dedicated EPO at the respective locations. Second, all the studies referenced in these
documents, except for a couple of referenced documents for KAF, date from 2007 or
later. The dates of the studies for the KAIA-N site are even more telling in that the
majority were produced during the period 2011-2014 when there was a dedicated EPO
for the site. The fact that no, or at least very few, studies from before this period were
referenced implies that these documents were either not produced before this period,
or were not otherwise available to the EPOs in theatre. Moreover, this timing of these
reports indicates that, except for the initial EBS for the KAIA-N site, the EBS were not
completed upon first occupation of the site as required by NATO EP policy.
The documents prepared by the EPOs after 2013 mostly follow the standardized
format included in ISAF SOP 10520 and 10611 for EBS and related documents, such as
the Environmental Closeout Study and Handover Certificate. This indicates that the
process of standardizing the reporting within the ISAF EP program in theatre was
successful, at least towards the latter half of the mission when the EPO positions were
staffed. However, the reports show that the interpretation of environmental risk may
not always have been consistent between EPOs. For example, the 2008 EBS of ISAF HQ
shows that the management of medical waste, noise, ammunition disposal, natural
resources and historic assets at the site posed ‘no risk.’ This contrasts with the 2015 EBS
Update for the same site immediately after the ISAF mission concluded, which only lists
energy consumption as a ‘no risk’ activity. This could be the result of changes to the site
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and activities over that period affecting the risk, or to the selection by the EPOs of
aspects to include in the reporting. Nevertheless, these variations in the reporting make
it difficult to compare site conditions over time.
While the reports show that these oversight
“It’s not so much that the
EP policy needs to be
improved, it’s that the
policy needs to recognized
and valued by all. Without
any consequences for
countries with noncompliance there is less
incentive to comply at all.”
-

Key Informant

functions were completed, they also indicate that
some problems were never successfully resolved.
For instance, the 2008 EBS report for ISAF HQ notes
that spill control represents a moderate
environmental risk at the site due to the absence of
facility-level spill control capacity to address large
spills. On this same topic, the 2015 EBS Update for
the site notes that “there is no plan other than a

verbal plan to call the fire service out” (p.57). Therefore, the issue raised in 2008
regarding the absence of spill preparedness at ISAF HQ remained unaddressed until the
end of the mission, and even beyond. Another issue raised in the 2015 EBS Update
report was the monitoring of effluent quality from the wastewater treatment plant at
ISAF HQ. Despite commitments to monitor the effluent as part of the Environmental
Impact Statement produced for the activity by ISAF HQ in 2011, the EBS Update notes:
“According to site visits and previous reports none of this has been carried out and
therefore standards are not monitored” (p.35). Clearly, oversight and reporting by the
EPO alone was not sufficient to address these issues. One Key Informant suggested that
there was no incentive to implement corrective actions due to the absence of any real
sanctions for the TCNs, and even for NATO itself.
Moreover, Key Informants noted that the conduct of inspections at TCNmanaged sites, even when these were co-located on NATO CF properties, was
sometimes awkward due to the devolved nature of EP responsibility in NATO. One Key
Informant explained how it was difficult to establish credibility with other TCNs,
particularly since they were not always aware of the position or its authority on the
camp. Key Informants note that they dealt with this by explaining the value-added of
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their service to the TCN and establishing relationships with various personnel. While this
was effective, it took time. The relationshipbuilding effort also had to be restarted each time
a new EPO arrived in theatre.
Other challenges noted by Key Informants
and this researche rwith respect to the conduct
of inspections were the realities and practicalities
of travelling to sites given security constraints, as
well as communication issues as discussed in the
preivous sub-section.

“Except for KAF and KAIA, I
got that at all the national
bases, like ‘what are you
doing here? We have our
own people looking after
this.’ Friendly enough, don’t
get me wrong. It wasn’t like
hostility or anything. Just
general puzzlement as to
what I would possibly be
offering.”
-Key Informant

In terms of other oversight mechanisms,
ISAF SOP 10520 recommends the establishment of Joint Environmental Management
Boards (JEMB) at subordinate locations. These boards would assist with the
coordination of program elements at each location. Interestingly, the SOP does not
mention the creation of a similar board at the headquarters level. There is no
documentary evidence that these boards were operated in theatre, although one was
known by the researcher to have operated at KAF (pers.obs). The researcher is also able
to confirm that no board of this nature was established at ISAF HQ prior to 2014.
As mentioned previously, the implementation of an Environmental Management
System (EMS) as recommended by STANAG 2583 was not completed in theatre, or by
higher headquarters in Europe (pers.obs). The EMS protocol described in the STANAG
recommends the development of a monitoring and evaluation program, as well as
regular ‘management’ level reviews. However, no such program or policy monitoring or
evaluation was conducted by ISAF HQ on subordinate organization, or by higher levels of
command on ISAF. Beyond the sharing of documents described earlier, there was no
mechanism for regular program oversight by higher commands
The conclusion is that the EPO was a key enabler to conducting oversight at the
NATO CF sites. The relative absence of inspection and baseline reports prior to the
appointment of EP staff indicates that oversight was not done – or at least, not done
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consistently – by the organization up until that time. Despite differences in
interpretation of risk, a consistent approach to these reviews also appears to have been
enabled by the presence and interaction of EPOs within the ISAF structure.
Nevertheless, inspections alone were not sufficient to address observed deficiencies.
Moreover, no documentary evidence exists that other oversight mechanisms were in
place, such as the development of an EMS or a formal program of program monitoring
and evaluation at the various levels in the chain of command.

4.4 Chapter Conclusion
This chapter began by presenting a background on Afghanistan and the ISAF
mission, before describing the elements of the ISAF EP program, namely staffing,
program coordination, funding, guidance and oversight in greater detail. Generally, EP
program elements were found to have been in place at ISAF; however, these were
significantly affected by a number of issues. For instance, staffing the EPO positions was
a major boon to the program, but hampered by continuity, awkward placement within
the engineer branch, and a lack of coordination with higher headquarters and other
functional staffs within the organization. Although ISAF SOPs appeared to conform to
NATO policy expectations and referenced the appropriate STANAGs, there was little
other guidance produced in theatre, including no EMS. Finally, the oversight conducted
by the EPOs was limited in terms of its ability to correct deficiencies. Overall, while the
program was present and functioning over the study period, it faced several important
limitations that will have consequences on its overall effectiveness.
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CHAPTER 5– FINDINGS AND ANALYSES
This chapter presents the overall findings of the document review, along with an
analysis of how these findings serve to answer the research questions underpinning this
study.

5.1 What was the program theory underpinning the NATO EP policy?
The rationale for NATO EP policy development was not explicitly stated in the
NATO EP policy documents that were reviewed for this study; however, it is hinted at in
the policy preambles. For instance, MC 469 states: “One of the hallmarks of the Alliance
is multinationality (sic). Hence, a harmonization of environmental principles and policies
is required for all NATO-led military activities” (p.2). Moreover, the objective of MC 469
is to “facilitate the integration of environmental protection into all NATO-led military
activities, consistent with operational imperatives” (p.2). These statements are
supported by Key Informants interviewed for this study, who confirm that the purpose
of the NATO EP policies is to provide a common understanding of program goals and
elements for all NATO member nations to apply during a NATO-led operation. STANAG
7141, as well as the other supporting EP STANAG documents, further reinforce this goal
by setting more detailed requirements for the implementation of EP policy. As per Key
Informants, the intent is for all NATO member nations to adopt the policies and
standards, and to incorporate them into their own national processes. By doing so,
there will be a harmonization of standards and program elements between NATO and
NATO member nations on an operation; and hence, the application of an overall
common ‘standard’ for EP in theatre.
As discussed in the previous chapters, NATO EP policy development followed the
established NATO process for the preparation of policies, doctrine and standardization
documents. Not surprisingly given the structured and command-centric nature of
military organizations, EP policy development followed a rational and regulative
approach, resulting in prescriptive and directive policy instruments. However, NATO EP
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policy was not developed with a clear and deliberate programme theory in mind. Policy
development, including the selection of environmental aspects and action measures,
was mostly based on the input of Environmental Protection Working Group members,
and elements were agreed to by consensus. Despite the structured requirements for
policy-making in NATO, the process itself could be described as ad hoc in its overall
approach to determining which program areas and standards would be adopted in the
policies. Moreover, the policies establish interventions requirements, but the
determinants that would be required to reach an outcome are not always clear. For
example, the policies imply that early inclusion of EP in the operational planning process
(i.e. the intervention) will result in improved program implementation once deployed
(i.e. the outcome), but do not identify how the inclusion of EP in the OPLAN will lead to
the desired effect (i.e. the determinant). An example of a determinant in this case could
be that EP in the OPLAN results in the allocation of resource support for the program,
which in turn leads to improved program implementation. Even when more explicit
linkages were made between the intervention and output, the assumptions
underpinning the policies were often flawed. The policies established expectations for
how the requirements would be implemented that were not consistent with how the
NATO and its TCNs carried out their operations and interacted with each other in
Afghanistan. For instance, one Key Informant noted that the EPWG’s expectation that
the Commander of the mission would establish mandatory local procedures was not
supported by feedback from colleagues on operations. It was “a big mismatch, I think.
[...] At least, the ambition we had in the group was not met.” Finally, the policies focus
specifically on ‘tactical’ issues related to operations without consideration of the
broader strategic goals for EP policy or the integration of other elements, such as
administrative and support groups, within NATO.
Therefore, the NATO EP program was developed with a goal to standardize the
understanding and implementation of EP amongst its member nations. This was
accomplished on a basic level in terms of increasing awareness of EP policy goals within
NATO, as well as establishing a consistent terminology for the program; however, the
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voluntary nature of policy adoption and unclear linkage between the NATO and TCN
policy processes, as well as the observations from ISAF of poor coordination and
communication with TCNs, resourcing disparities between TCNs and the lack of priority
for the program means the desired ‘common standard’ was not fully achieved ‘on the
ground.’

5.2 How effectively were the NATO EP policies implemented by ISAF?
Overall, the study found that the ISAF did not effectively implement the
requirements of the NATO EP policies in Afghanistan. The document review and Key
Informant interviews shows that some policy requirements were implemented, such as
the development of ISAF Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) on EP, but that there
were nevertheless important gaps in terms of the application of the requirements on
the ground. The program requirements were only partially implemented for the metrics
reviewed; and therefore, ISAF only partially met the expectations of the NATO EP policy.
For instance, staffing of the EPO position was a key enabler of the EP program
implementation in Afghanistan; however, continuity issues and absence of program
support limited the ability of that post to deliver on program requirements. Similarly,
Environmental Baseline Studies (EBS) were produced for the NATO CF sites, but initial
documents were mostly completed late in the mission (i.e. not upon first occupation of
the properties as per the policies) and findings were not always acted upon.
On the surface, many of the gaps appear easy to fix. Referring to the examples
above, EPO positions in NATO should be established and staffed at all levels, and EBS
produced upon establishing a military camp. However, these cannot be fixed without
addressing the role of other factors in NATO. For instance, creating and staffing a fulltime EPO position in NATO requires agreement and funding from the NATO political
level (i.e. all 28 member nations). Ensuring overlap of the EPO positions in theatre to
enable a proper handover of duties requires a change in civilian staffing and financial
procedures within NATO. Early conduct of EBS presumes an EPO or other trained staff
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member, particularly if a civilian, is available within NATO – or even in the TCNs - and
can be deployed at such an early stage in the mission. Therefore, as evidenced by ISAF,
there are many moderating factors that affect the ability to achieve a given policy
requirement during an operation.
The implication of this finding is once again that the NATO EP policies do not
correctly assume or adequately consider the realities of how NATO operations are
planned and executed, including the interactions with related functions such as staffing
and funding that are necessary to support implementation. An example from the
researcher’s experience at ISAF is the issue of EP in infrastructure development. NATO
EP policies establish the expectation that the EPO in theatre will provide input on
appropriate EP measures in infrastructure (e.g., energy efficient fixtures), when the
design is normally completed by a firm under contract with the NATO Supply and
Procurement Agency in Europe. The ability of the EPO, on behalf of the Commander, to
influence the design process from theatre is effectively nil. Therefore, to be more
realistic, the NATO EP policy should consider how projects with potential environmental
impacts are funded and delivered, and develop interventions targeting those actions.
This kind of process can be assisted through the development of a programme theory
for the EP policies, which will help to uncover and correct the assumptions underpinning
the policies and identify the specific determinants and interventions needed to support
the desired policy outcome.

5.3 What were the key barriers and enablers to ISAF implementation of the NATO
EP Policies?
The key barriers and enablers to the implementation of the ISAF EP program
were mostly predicted by the literature review on environmental policy in the military
sector.
The experience at ISAF supports the findings in the literature review that
dedicated environmental expertise is a key enabler of program success. The program in
theatre was effectively non-existent until a full-time dedicated position at ISAF HQ, and
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later at the subordinate organizations at KAIA-N and KAF, was created. Once
established, the EPO could develop and maintain the EP procedures for theatre, as well
as conduct inspections and oversight of the program. However, as discussed in the
previous chapter, the effectiveness of the position was hindered by its placement in the
organization, continuity concerns, the large scope of the position, a lack of clear terms
of reference and limited communication and coordination with higher headquarters and
other related parties.
As would be expected, funding of the program to establish the EPO positon, as
well as to support project development, was also important for the implementation of
the EP program. NATO common funding was available when required, but the process
and timeline to secure funding was not efficient. Moreover, the limitations on funding
prevented the ISAF EPO from being able to address deficiencies.
The issuance by NATO of more detailed EP guidance in the form of STANAGs
2581, 2582 and 2583 was also an enabler in the sense that it provided a basis for setting
‘common standards’ by the ISAF Commander in theatre, even though these standards
were sometimes vague and still only voluntary. Key Informants noted they relied on
these documents as references, and indeed they were incorporated in theatre-level
SOPs once they were promulgated. Nevertheless, as seen in previous chapters, these
documents were not always useful in terms of the applicability or feasibility of the
guidance at the mission level. Moreover, the guidance was issued very late in the
mission.
In terms of barriers to program implementation, the multinational environment
and the nature of NATO policy guidance, such as the devolution of responsibility for EP
and the caveats embedded therein, impacted on the application of the program in
theatre, as did operational priorities and the lack of a program of monitoring and
evaluation.
With respect to the first issue, the nature of NATO EP policy, which delegates
responsibility for EP on TCNs, conflicts with the policy intent of establishing a ‘standard’
approach for EP. In reality, the policy supports the continuation of multiple procedures
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and standards for the mission, which may not always be consistent or compatible. The
‘command and control’ of the Commander over EP standards assumed in the policies is
also not supported by reality. This leads to concerns with oversight in that the authority
of the EPO to enforce the mission standards beyond the NATO CF sites, or even on TCNs
occupying space on NATO CF sites, is diluted and unclear, and perhaps also unrealistic
given the scope of a mission such as ISAF.
Operational concerns, such as physical security and the prioritization of
operations further challenged the implementation of the program. Little is noted in the
documents on this point, however Key Informants and the researcher’s own observation
is that travel to sites was limited, and the military organization was not surprisingly
focused on the mission’s strategic, operational and tactical military objectives, of which
EP was not seen as one. The presence of multiple caveats in the NATO EP policies
enabled a low priority to continue to be placed on the program in theatre.
Finally, the review of the NATO EP policies shows that a formal program of
monitoring and evaluation has not been included in the EP policies, nor formally
practiced at either the strategic, operational or tactical levels. MC 469 and STANAG
7141 refer only briefly to the conduct of Environmental Baseline Studies (EBS) and
inspections of military camps and activities once an operation is underway. These
policies place the onus of developing inspection and monitoring plans on the mission
Commander. STANAG 2583 calls for the development of an EMS with a monitoring and
‘management review’ process. However, this was not done at any level. There is no
established process for review of the program by higher headquarters, or even an
evaluation requirement for the policies themselves. Reliance on the NATO Lessons
Learned (LL) process as the means to collect feedback on program implementation is
not sufficient as a means of assessing policy and program performance since, as stated
by one Key Informant, the NATO LL process “does not work.”

5.4 How can NATO EP policies be improved to address observed deficiencies?
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There are many suggestions that can be made to address various deficiencies
noted in the NATO EP policy and implementation process; however, the following
recommendations are focused on the major factors highlighted in this review:
•

Development of a programme theory for the NATO EP policies identifying

both the action model and change model elements. This will enable a more
deliberate and targeted approach to the preparation of the NATO EP Policies by
allowing the major assumptions underpinning the policies to be stated and
analysed, as well as the identification of determinants for the policies.
•

Development of a strategic-level policy at the North Atlantic Council level

or similar. This policy should include a discussion on the strategic advantages of
EP in NATO, as well as establish the roles and responsibilities for EP across
various supporting organizational elements within NATO (i.e. not just the military
structure), such as procurement, staffing and funding groups. This may enable
better coordination of the policy expectations and a stronger linkage to drivers
outside the military chain of command that nevertheless influence military
operations
•

Identification and dedication of program resources, particularly staffing

needs, for each level of the NATO organization. Staffing has been identified as a
key enabler for the program, but not all levels in the NATO organization have
dedicated EP staff. Coordination with other NATO elements controlling these
activities is required.
•

Development of a stronger EP program within the chain of command,

and in particular at higher headquarters, and the conduct of a pre-deployment
orientation for the mission EPO with EP staff at higher headquarters. This aims
to address the concerns with regards to continuity and coordination. The predeployment orientation can perhaps be combined with other pre-deployment
training provided by the NATO.
•

Development of a formal Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) process for

the NATO EP policies and program. A mechanism for evaluating policy
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performance is missing from the current policy suite, as are specific protocols for
the monitoring of the program from a more strategic level. The M&E process
should be integrated at all levels of the chain of command, but should include a
feedback mechanism to the NATO Environmental Protection Working Group. The
function should also be linked to the NATO Lessons Learned process.
On this last point, it should be noted that the NATO continues to work on
updating the NATO EP policies through its Environmental Protection Working Group.
Currently, the EPWG is working on revisions to MC 469 and STANAG 7141.

5.4 Chapter Conclusion

This chapter summarized the key findings of this study as they applied the
research questions identified at the beginning of this paper. The findings indicate the
NATO EP policies were not effectively implemented at ISAF, although some programme
elements were present and were working. Enablers assisted with the implementation of
the program, but were not sufficient to ensure success due to several moderating
issues. Barriers identified were as expected from the literature review. Several
recommendations to address policy and program gaps are identified. These mostly
relate to making improvements to the NATO EP policy development process to
strengthen the underlying assumptions and develop more realistic guidance for these
situations.
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CHAPTER 6 – CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter will summarize the main findings of this research, as well as present
recommendations for potential avenues of future research related to this subject area.
The last section will present the final conclusions of this study.

6.1 Summary of Research Findings

Based on the document review and Key Informant interviews, this study found
that the implementation of the NATO EP policies by ISAF was not effective.
Nevertheless, some modest success was achieved by the program in Afghanistan. Key
enablers of the program were staffing, funding and the issuance of more detailed
guidance on EP by the NATO. More specifically, staffing of the ISAF EPO positions was
found to be the single most important factor in driving program implementation during
the mission. Although in theory the program always existed in ISAF, no major progress
was made on developing procedures and conducting oversight until these positions
were established. The program was also supported by the availability of NATO Common
Funding when needed for environmental projects. Finally, the issuance of additional EP
guidance by the NATO, namely STANAGs 2581, 2582 and 2583, were useful to ISAF EPOs
as they prepared in-theatre procedures and related guidance. Notwithstanding the
value of these elements to the ISAF EP program, their effectiveness was hampered by
several factors. For instance, continuity issues with staffing, awkward placement within
the engineer branch, and poor coordination with higher headquarters and other related
parties on program requirements limited the effectiveness of the position. Funding,
while available, was not always easily or quickly obtained, and was tied to limitations
that prevented the use of the funding to address known deficiencies. Guidance was
available, but communication between ISAF and TCNs limited ability to send or receive
reports, if these were even available. Other guidance, in the form of a mission EMS or
EMP, was not produced. Finally, there are indications of inconsistencies in the approach
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taken by ISAF EPOs for oversight, and that inspection of TCN activities was often
awkward due to the lack of understanding of the nature of the position. Reports
reviewed for the same sites indicate that oversight alone was not sufficient to correct
deficiencies since several problems remained unaddressed over the study period.
However, enforcement was complicated by the inability of the EPO to leverage
sanctions on the TCN or even NATO itself.
In terms of barriers, several more factors were identified. These barriers were
mostly predicted by the literature review. The nature of the NATO EP policies and the
complexities of the implementation of NATO EP policies in a multinational environment,
operational priorities and the absence of formal monitoring and oversight were issues
for the ISAF. As much as the NATO’s EP policies are directive, they are ultimately
voluntary for NATO member nations and not mandated at all for non-NATO TCNs. The
devolution of responsibility for EP to the nations, as well as the imbedding of several
caveats within the policy documents, conflicts with the expectation that the mission
Commander will set standards and monitor compliance. Unless there are clear
consequences, EP will never be given the priority needed to succeed on missions.
Finally, the absence of a formal program of monitoring and evaluation hampers the
ability to assess program performance at all levels. The NATO Lessons Learned process,
while complementary to the EP program is not sufficient on its own to respond to
questions related to policy effectiveness.
There is therefore room for improvement with the NATO EP policies and their
implementation, and several recommendations have been proposed to address
observed policy gaps. These include establishing a more formal programme theory for
the policies, which should help to identify more realistic assumptions and target
interventions accordingly. Engaging the appropriate elements within NATO to support
staffing at the various levels will also help with implementation, and may allow for
better training and coordination with the theatre-level EPO. Finally, instituting a formal
program of monitoring and evaluation may help to address gaps early in the mission, as
well as lead to continual improvement of the policy and guidance instruments.
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In terms of the study approach, the Theory-driven Outcome approach provides a
good conceptual framework from which to evaluate the NATO EP policies, and hence
the ISAF EP program. The advantages of this approach are that it answers questions of
both ‘how well’ the policy was achieved as well as ‘why’ this was so, which allows for
more specific identification of policy gaps and thus, more targeted recommendations for
policy improvements. It also does not require a significant amount of quantitative data
to prepare. Nevertheless, the application of this approach to this study was affected by
the limited availability of program documentation on the NATO and ISAF EP programs,
as well as limitations in reaching all potential Key Informants. Access to more program
data may address this concern and further reinforce the potential of this methodology
for future reviews.
Overall, this study has filled a gap in the literature by documenting the
implementation of the ISAF EP program during the mission, which has not been done
before. This information will complement the existing literature on environmental
protection in military operations, and contribute to a better understanding of how EP
works in these situations. Moreover, the study has introduced a novel approach to
evaluating these policies and programs in these situations by drawing on Evaluation
theory and practice to establish a conceptual framework for environmental policy
review in the military sector. This methodology can be useful to improve the process of
policy-making within this sector.

6.2 Recommendation for Future Research

Due to the limited scope of this study, not all aspects related to this topic could
be explored. However, the novel nature of this research presents several opportunities
for future research in this field.
One of the main limitations of this study was the access to NATO and ISAF EP
program documentation due to distance and security caveats. Since the NATO
continues to operate a mission in Afghanistan, declassification and dissemination of
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some of the documents pertaining to NATO sites still in use may not yet be possible.
However, should these documents become available in the future, this study should be
revised to incorporate additional materials with the goal of refining the findings and
conclusions.
The current body of literature on the implementation of environmental policies
during crisis management or peacekeeping operations is very limited, and there are
currently no reviews or studies comparing implementation from different missions (e.g.
UN mission and NATO mission) or from different NATO member nations (e.g. the
Canada and US EP programs as implemented in Afghanistan). This information would
allow for stronger attribution of causal relationships between EP policies and policy
outcomes on multinational missions by highlighting potential cultural influences on EP
program implementation. This would not only be helpful to the NATO, but also to the
UN and national military organizations as they continue to update their EP policies and
programs.
Further avenues for research include the use of programme theory for the
development of environmental policies for the military sector, particularly for crisis
management operations, as well as the development of a monitoring and evaluation
framework for the same. As demonstrated by this paper, neither of these tools have
been adopted yet by the NATO, and therefore these present a new area for study.

6.3 Final Conclusion
In conclusion, was the NATO’s environmental mission accomplished by the ISAF
in Afghanistan? The findings of this study say no. However, the program was not
entirely unsuccessful. Given that the ISAF mission in Afghanistan was the first mission of
its kind for NATO and the first test of the EP policies under those conditions, good
progress was made by the NATO and the ISAF EPOs to implement the policy
requirements in a challenging, multinational operational. An encouraging sign is that
NATO has demonstrated a willingness to learn from the ISAF experience by reviewing
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and updating the policy documents based on the reported ‘lessons learned.’ The hope
is that NATO EP policy for future missions will be strengthened by this experience, and
will lead to improved environmental protection during crisis management operations.
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ANNEX A – SUMMARY AND APPLICABILITY OF NATO
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION POLICIES
NAME

EDITION /
PUBLICATION
DATE

NATO
TASKING
AUTHORITY

TITLE/SCOPE

APPLICABLE
DURING
STUDY
PERIOD?
[Y/N,
version]

NATO EP POLICY FRAMEWORK DOCUMENTS
MC 469

STANAG
7141
(AJEPP4)

• JUN 2003
• REV 1, OCT 2011

Military
Committee

• NATO Military Principles and Policies for
Environmental Protection (EP)
• Establishes NATO principles and policies
for EP on NATO-led activities

• ED 1, NOV 2002
• ED 2, APR 2004
• ED 3, Not found
• ED 4, DEC 2006
• ED 5, FEB 2008
• ED 6, MAY 2014

EPWG

• Joint NATO Doctrine for Environmental
Protection During NATO-led Military
Activities
• Defines requirements for environmental
planning, environmental risk
management and environmental training.

Y
[Original,
Rev 1]
Y
[Eds 4-6]

NATO EP POLICY SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
STANAG
2581
(AJEPP1)

• ED 1, SEP 2011
• SUPERSEDED BY
STANAG 2582
ED 2

EPWG

STANAG
2582
(AJEPP-

• ED 1, AUG 2011
• ED 2, FEB 2016

EPWG

• Environmental Protection Standards and
Norms for Military Compounds in NATO
Operations
• Establishes environmental compliance
standards and norms for NATO
compounds in NATO operations for
aspects including: wastewater; solid
waste: healthcare waste; hazardous
materials management; radioactivity;
energy; petroleum, oils and lubricants
(POL); soil contamination; natural,
cultural and historical resource
management; air pollution; and, noise
pollution.
• Identifies caveats for compliance,
including primacy of operational
imperatives, level of camp development,
legal context and availability of
monitoring and enforcement
technologies.
• Superseded by STANAG 2582 Ed 2
• Environmental Protection Best Practices
and Standards for Military Camps in
NATO Operations
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Y
[Ed 1]

Y

2)

STANAG
2583,
(AJEPP3)

• ED 1, AUG 2011
• ED 2, Under
revision

EPWG

STANAG
2510
(AJEPP5)

• ED 1, MAR 2007
• ED 2, SEP 2009
• ED 3, OCT 2012

EPWG

STANAG
6500
(AJEPP6)

• ED 1, NOV 2014
• ED 2, AUG 2015

EPWG

STANAG
2594
(AJEPP7)

• ED 1, MAR 2014

EPWG

• Describes best practices for many of the
same program areas addressed in
STANAG 2581, as well as infrastructure
planning (primarily energy conservation
issues), spill prevention and a more
targeted discussion on natural resources
management.
• Addresses operational planning, the use
of an Operational Environmental
Management System (EMS), and includes
templates for an Environmental Baseline
Study (EBS) and Environmental Protection
Annex for the Operational Plan.
• Environmental Management System in
NATO Operations
• Describes the role and components of an
Environmental Management System
(EMS) in NATO operations. STANAG 2583
is aimed primarily at Environemental
Protection (EP) Officers as a tool for
developing a mission EMS
• STANAG 2583 is currently under revision
by the EPWG
• Joint NATO Waste Management
Requirements During NATO-led Military
Activities
• Establishes requirements for domestic
and commercial solid waste, hazardous
waste and biomedical waste, but does not
address disposal of wastewater,
ammunition or biological, chemical,
nuclear or radiative warfare agents.
•
• NATO Camp Environmental File During
NATO-led Operations
• Harmonizes the methodology for
documenting the EP measures at a NATO
camp during the course of a NATO
operation.
• Provides guidance on the preparation of
the Environmental Baseline Studies,
Environmental Impact Assessment and
other documents, and recommends
sampling protocols for various
environmental media.
• Excluded from the study due to the date
of promulgation for Ed 1.
• Best Environmental Protection Practices
for Sustainability of Military Training
Areas
• Establishes best practices for the
sustainment of military training areas and
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[Ed 1]

Y
[Ed 1]

Y
[Eds 1-3]

N

N

STANAG
7102
DPP

• ED 1, AUG 2005
• ED 2, FEB 2009
• ED 3, FEB 2013

Petroleum
Handling
Environmental
Working
Group
(PHEWG)

firing ranges.
• Focuses primarily on natural resource
management concerns.
• Aimed at permanent military training
areas and firing ranges (i.e. while training
in other NATO member and partner
countries)
• Excluded from the study due to its limited
applicability to deployed operations.
• Environmental Protection Handling
Requirements for Petroleum Handling
Facilities and Equipment
• Establishes standards and procedures to
allow deploying units of one nation to
construct, operate, and maintain fixed
and mobile fuel storage and handling
equipment while deployed in another
nation.
• Includes requirement for PHEWG to
gather baseline data on changes to
environmental requirements.
• Focus on compliance of Deploying Force
with Host Nation requirements, and
describes Host Nation obligations for
informing Deploying Force of standards
and procedures to follow. Applicability to
deployed operations is limited where HN
is a non-NATO member or partner nation.
• Included in the study due to its use as a
reference in other NATO EP policy
documents.
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Y
[Eds 1-3]

ANNEX B – ISAF INSPECTION REPORTS
NATO CF
LOCATION
ISAF
Headquarters
(Kabul)

Kabul
International
Airport North
(KAIA-N)

STUDY DOCUMENT REVIEWED DOUCMENT REFERENCED IN
STUDY
Environmental Baseline Study: • EP Inspection of New Pump
Camp ISAF (ISAF HQ), Kabul,
Station and Fuel Storage Tanks,
Afghanistan (July 2008)
(03 Oct 2007)
• EP Inspection of Generator
Areas (15 Oct 2007).
Camp HQ RS Environmental
• Environmental Baseline Study –
Baseline Study Update 2015
Camp ISAF (ISAF HQ), Kabul
(March 2015)
Afghanistan (27 July 2008)
• Environmental Site Assessment
– HQ ISAF North Land (30 July
2008)
• Environmental Cleanup at HQ
ISAF North Land (20 August
2008)
• Environmental Impact
Statement Report:
Construction of a WWTP and
Pipeline from Camp HQ ISAF to
Kabul River. Submitted to
GIRoA (30 Mar 2011)
• Environmental Condition
Report – Camp HQ ISAF (July
2013)
Environmental Baseline Study • NKAIA Environmental Baseline
Update: Hamid Karzai
Study by Kochs Engineering
International Airport (North)
(2009)
(HKIA(N)) (May 2015)
• File 100924-NRI-KAIA ECR
[Environmental Condition
Report] (24 Sep 2010)
• ECR KAIA, Contractor KBR (July
2011)
• Intergeo Soil Investigation and
Overview of an Environmental
Site Assessment at the NKAIA
Tank Farm Located at the ISAF
Military Camp at KIA, Kabul,
Afghanistan (26 Aug 2014)
• Environmental Condition
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•

•

•

•

Kandahar
Airfield (KAF)

Environmental Closeout
Study: Portugal TCN Technical
Zone at NKIA Area 747 (27
Nov 2014)
Environmental Baseline Study
(EBS) Kandahar Airfield –
Afghanistan, Islamic Republic
of (Sep 2008)

•

•

•
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Report: Waste water treatment
regime at NKAIA (Oct 2014);
Environmental Condition
Report: NKAIA Ammunition
Storage Compound (21 Oct
2014)
Environmental Condition
Report: Domestic Water
Treatment at NKAIA (25 Oct
2014)
Environmental Closeout
Study/Environmental Handover
Certificate Portuguese
Maintenance Area, NKAI (Nov
14)
Kabul International Airport
(KAIA North), Environmental
Site Assessment, KOCKS
Engineering Final Report (2009)
NKIAI Health and Safety
Inspection (March 2014)
Previous Environmental
Reports: USA ’02, USA ’06 and
Canadian ’07 in Annex A to EBS
Report (not provided)
Example Certificates of Analysis
for wastewater treatment plant
monitoring in Annex F to EBS
Report (not provided)

